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CHAPTER - ONE

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the StudyLocated north of the Indian Subcontinent and spread in an area of 1, 47,181 sq.Km, Nepal is a small, sovereign, independent and the youngest federalrepublican country. With its landlocked ness, Nepal is blessed with snow-capped mountains which had made it geographically impressive. A worldknown icon Mt. Everest with an altitude of 8848 m. had placed Nepal in front ofthe world in terms of natural beauty surpassing the rest. It lies between 80o 4'to 88o 12' east longitude and 26 o 22’ to 30 o 27' north latitude. Having length of885 Km. east-west and width of 193 Km. north-south, it is situated in betweentwo big nations, China in north and India in south (CBS).The whole country has been divided into three regions: Mountainous, Hilly andTerai. The mountain region covers 15%, hilly 68% and Terai region 17% of thetotal area of the country. Administratively, the country is zoned into 5development region, 14 zones and 75 districts (CBS 2005). Though being smallcountry, it has diverse climate from sub-tropical to desert to mountain tundrawith every form of landscape and vegetation.Nepal is a country of numerous festivals, being festivals significant aspect ofcultural life of Nepalese people. As multi-lingual people inhabited the country,it is culturally rich with diverse religious customs, life styles, festivals, foodhabits, clothing's and languages of various ethnic variations. Though culturallydiverse, there always exists perfect harmony.In terms of development, Nepal is one of the least developed countries of theworld with a per capita income of US $ 269 (Economic Survey, 2003/04). Witha population size of 25 million, (World Bank, 2005) more than 60 caste/ethnicgroups are accommodated in the country. Nearly 38% of these people stillsubsist below poverty line.The majority of population lives in rural areas. The major economic activity isagriculture and the rest includes manufacturing, trade, commerce and services.The economy is agro-based and above 60% of national income is generatedfrom this sector. However the dependency in monsoon and use of traditionalmeans of production are the major constraints of agriculture. Thus agricultureis incapable of accelerating desired level of economic development due to theseveral bottlenecks.The main sources of foreign currency earning are merchandise expert, tourismservices and remittance from abroad. In general Nepalese economy ischaracterized by slow growth, mats poverty and large-scale deprivations.However development efforts have been initiated but the results have not beenencouraging in many sectors. Thus, it is essential to have a clear vision offuture destination which would encourage utilization of potentials with
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competitive advantages like hydro-power, agro-industry, tourism and othersectors.In recent years, tourism is regarded as the world's largest and fastest growingindustry. It has been playing a pivotal role in the socio-economic sectors of themost of the developed as well as developing countries of the globe. So, most ofthe nations are attracted to this industry and trying their best to strengtheneconomic life by promoting tourism in the country. Tourism has beenidentified as an important source of foreign currency earning, as an industrycreating.Considering the historical background, geographical situation and socio-cultural wealth there are enormous tourism potentialities in Nepal and thetourism industry has been playing a significant role in the country's economy.People from both East and West are attracted to visit Nepal due to having allimportant ingredients for tourism are available here. Nepal's naturalattractions, resulting from physical, historical, cultural monuments andtemples, art treasures, festivals and its wildlife are the best attractions for theforeign visitors. Nepal Himalayas and their scenic beauty are also theprominent attractions to the visitors. Nepal is the country of Mount Everest,the land of Yeti, the land of Buddha. Its various snow-peaked mountains, riversand lakes, favorable climate and mysterious charms are inviting the visitors ofthe world. Cultural, religious and natural resources are the three majorattractions of Nepal which have eight cultural and two natural World Heritagessites. It offers nature based tourism activities like trekking, mountaineering,rafting and wildlife sanctuaries as well as culture and people based and man-made attractions.Considering all these potentialities, there is adequate prospect to developtourism in the country. Tourism is a multi-faceted industry, which promotescottage industries, trade and other services sectors. It is also regarded as alabor intensive industry and it provides good employment opportunities atdifferent levels. Tourism is one of the main sources of foreign exchangeearnings for Nepal. Overall, tourism plays a vital role in the process of nationaldevelopment, which is an advantage to a country like Nepal with other limitedresources.
1.1.1 Development of Tourism in NepalThe history of Nepalese tourism can be found from ancient times. Peoplevisiting Nepal from different countries of the world for the exchange of cultureand for pilgrimage were popular. The recorded history of Nepal begins withthe Lichhavis who came to power in 400 A.D. With them the nation began toprosper in art, culture, painting, architecture and sculptures. The Mallas, whosucceeded them, gave a new turn to this prosperity by transforming the smallkingdoms of Kathmandu, Patan and Bhaktapur into "Open air Museum of art
and Architecture". But efforts to earn foreign currency to acceleratedevelopment through tourism were nil, and there was no link between tourismand national economy. After centuries, the democratic revolution of 1951 AD,marked a new era in Nepalese Tourism for all foreign visitors. Nepal opens its
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door to international tourists after the dawn of democracy. For convenience,development of tourism in Nepal can be remembered by dividing it mainly intothree phases.i. First phase: History of Tourism before 1950.ii. Second Phase: History of Tourism from 1950 to 1990.iii. Third Phase: History of Tourism after 1990.
i. First Phase of History of Tourism before 1950:The ancient history of Nepal is the history of Kahtmandu valley and the ancienthistory of tourism is also related to the Kathamandu valley. The Kathmanduvalley took birth when a visitor name Manjushree came here from China, cutthe edge of the hill in Chovar with a sword and emptied the water of the lake.After this in 249 BC, emperor Ashok of India visited Nepal as a pilgrim anderected a Monastery entitled 'Charumati Bihar', and also four Buddhist stupasin the four corners of Patan. During the Lichhavi dynasty period, most of theforeigners visited Nepal as pilgrims. At this period, the great emperor of Tibetnamed Shrangchong Gampo visited rule of King Anshuvarma and married theNepalese princess Bhrikuti. The Chinese visitor Huan Tsang described in histravel accounts the Kailaskut Bhawan and Mangriha of Lichhavi dynasty.Similarly, around 6th century, in the Kirati Regime, some foreigners visitedNepal as pilgrims in Malla Regime there was a significant development in artand culture, and then rulers of Nepal were more or less interested in greetingtravelers who entered into the kingdom of Nepal as pilgrims. Krishna Mandirof Patan, 55 windows palace of Bhaktapur, Pashupati Temple, Swayambhu andStupas of Buddhist were built during this period.After the unification, the rulers of Nepal had not made any attempt to developtourism in Nepal on the contrary the policy of the government was not lettourist enter into Nepal, except in some special cases. In the Rana's regime for104 years the policy of the government was not favorable for tourismdevelopment. Only during the great festival of Shivaratri, permission was givento Indians to enter into Nepal as pilgrims. Till 1950 only 100 foreigners visitedNepal we can meet even uncertain data of that. The restrictions on tourists toenter into Nepal during the Rana regime of 104 years adversely affectedtourism in Nepal. In the Rana's regime only foreign writer and diplomats werevisited as a guest of Rana family in that period. As a result there was a lack offoreign exchange earning from tourism for the development of infrastructurein the country.
ii. Second Phase: History of Tourism from 1950 to 1990:A great political change took place in 1951 in Nepal. The Rana government wasoverthrown from power and Nepal got a new birth i.e. democracy was dawn inthe country. Thereafter, a rage of development in the country, internal as wellas external communication and transportation tasks began to start. Manyforeign countries started to help for the development of Nepal. In actual sense
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the promotion of tourism started more or less only in the beginning of 1960s.Then, government made attempt to the development of tourism with liberaltourism policy relatively than there before. In 1965 A. D., John Copman, whowas running 'Tree Top' in Africa, came to Nepal and being impressed withdense forest and wild animals started ‘Tiger Top Jungle Lodge in Chitwanwhich is located near to my house. It is still running but due government notrenewable it is closed since few days. It was first Jungle Resort. Similarly, JamesRobert, Ex-British Army-man who was in British India came in contact withNepalese Gorkha soldiers and with their links came to Nepal and introducedtrekking tourism by opening company named 'Mountain Travel' in 1965, whichstill runs to these days. And Edmund Hillary introduced and promotedmountaineering in Nepal.In 1953, Tenjing Sherpa and Sir Edmund Hillary succeed in climbing theworld's highest peak Mt. Everest. After getting membership to the UNO in1950, Nepal gradually became known to the world. In the auspicious occasionof the coronation of former King Mahendra in 1956, government head anddiplomat from different countries of the world visited Nepal. After thesetravelers, political and commercial delegation began entering in Nepal.Diplomatic, cultural and economic relationship with different countries wereset up, with increasing diplomatic relationship with different organizations likeUNO, WHO, UNESCO, FAO etc. a congenial atmosphere was created in Nepal fortourism development.A new era of Nepalese tourism started in November 1957 A. D. when a‘Tourism Development Board’ was established under the chairmanship ofminister for trade and Industry. In 1958, this 'Tourism Development Board’has transferred to Ministry of Public Works, Transportation andCommunication. In 1959, this has attached to the ‘Department of Constructionand Communication Works’, and directorate of tourism were opened. Similarly,'Tourism Information Center' was established this year. In such organizationaldevelopment process, in 1961, the government decided to established'Department of Tourism' with the establishment of this department, thecountry got an opportunity to obtain membership of various internationaltourism development institutions such as International Union of Official TravelOrganization (IUOTO), South Asian Travel Commission (SATC), The PacificArea Travel Association (PATA), and American Society of Travel Agent (ASTA).In 1970, Nepal Tourism Development Committee was constituted under thechairmanship of late prince Himalayan Bir Bikram Shah. In 1972, thecommittee published 'Nepal Tourism Master Plan' with technical assistancefrom the government of Federal Republic of Germany. The master plan hadbeen prepared for further development in the field of tourism started to beconsidered the country, tourism started to be considered as an industry andfor its development efforts have been made to distributed posters, booklets tointernational organization and to provide sufficient hotel facilities andtransportation facilities to tourists. As a result, there was 41 fold increases intourists visiting Nepal, 6179 tourists in 1962 and 2548885 in 1990.
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iii. Third Phase: After 1990:This is the period of globalization. In this period there was institutional andinfrastructural development of tourism. Although in Nepal only internationaltourists are mainly recognized as tourist and all policies and program havebeen focused around them only. Still a careful analysis of the events related todevelopment of tourism in Nepal suggest that in the decade of nineties therehas been much more conscious efforts to globalize the tourism activities withview to globalizing the economy of Nepal also.The Eighth Five Year Development Plan was a bold enough to acknowledge thedefects of policies pursued and their net efforts on achievements. The plan hasdesigned some objectives for tourism:a. To improve the quality of services and facilities relating to Tourism.b. To develop necessary infrastructures for the tourism sector and expandthe tourism sector and expand the tourism activities to other places ofthe country.c. To forgo a close coordinating link between tourism sector and othersectors of the economy.d. To argument the use of local materials and services in the tourismindustry.Similarly, the ninth plan had noted that "The tourism industry can bedeveloped as an important sector of the national economy on account of itscomparative advantage engendered by exiting attractive features and specialgeographical location of the nation." The plan also carried out some policies todevelop village tourism.The tenth plan has also focused the tourism sector as an important organ of thenational economy which will not only contribute to the national economy butwill not only provide benefits to foreign tourist as well as increase the incomegenerating and employment opportunities. The plan has set some objectiverelating to tourism sector such as qualitative promotion of tourism sector,conservation and preservation of historical, cultural, religious andarchaeological heritage and enforcing their practical utilization and to make airtransportation services easily accessible standard and reliable.
1.1.2 Policies and Program under Globalization in NepalAnalysis of the event related to development of tourism in Nepal suggests thatin the decade of nineties there have been much more conscious efforts toglobalizing the economy of Nepal. However, here we are taking up only someimportant events that reflect upon globalization of tourism related activities inNepal. These are: (Upadhyaya, 2003: 194)I. Formation of Tourism council (1992)II. National Civil Aviation policy (1993)III. Tourism policy (1995)IV. Visit Nepal year (1998)V. Formation of Nepal tourism Board (NTB) in 1999.VI. Destination Nepal 2002-2003.VII. Nepal tourism year 2011(with slogan of "once is not enough")
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A. Tourism Council (1992)Tourism Council is an apex body for tourism ministries and department, is anattempt to integrated and consolidated development of tourism. This apexbody is chaired by prime Minister which has 30 members. It is expected thatthis apex body will help to remove obstacles during the process ofimplementation, provide correct directives and formulate policies by bringingabout co-ordination among different ministries and departments for the sakeof the development of tourism industry. But the major for the tourism councilis that it does not enjoy the executive power and attention to implement itswell intention and well planned programs. If this problem is removed, itprovides to be of immense help for galvanizing the tourism sector in respect ofthe Nepalese economy.
B. National Civil Aviation Policy (1993)Nepal government announced National Civil Aviation Policy (1993) to make airtransport services competent and efficient in order to attract moreinternational tourism during the Eight five year development plan. The policywas formulated to assist tourism development in accordance with the tourismpolicy. The major objectives of Civil Aviation Policy (1993) are:I. To develop international air transport serviceII. To encourage private sector in airline serviceIII. To develop and expand air transport and air ports in the remote areas ofthe country.IV. To encourage recreational, adventure and research oriented air facilities.V. To make air transport reliable and safe through installation of modernequipments at air ports.
C. Tourism Policy (1995)It is during the eight five year development Plan (1992-97) period that thegovernment of Nepal announced an independent tourism policy (1995). It wasannounced with the aim of increasing national income and productivity,increasing foreign currency, creating employment opportunities, improvingregional imbalance and projecting the image of Nepal in the international areathrough diversification of travel and tourism industr.
D. Visit Nepal year 1998This was first national campaign in the history of tourism of its king. Thecentral theme of the campaign has been "a sustainable habitat throughsustainable tourism" similarly its marketing slogan was " A world of its own"which reveals that there is a 'world' in Nepal that needs to be discovered in itsnatural resources, living cultural heritage and friendly and hospitable host.
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Some major objectives of VNY '98 were:I. To raise the image of Nepal throughout the world.II. To protect and conserve the natural and cultural centers inintegrated form.III. To diversify the tourism product.IV. To develop Nepal as one of the important tourist destination.V. To raise the public awareness about tourism.VI. To distribute the fruits of tourism up to the grass root.VII. To increase the volume of domestic tourism.VIII. To increase the length of tourist to 13 days. And their expenditureto USD 50 per day.IX. To improve the quality of tourism.X. To welcome 5 Lakh tourists.VNY '98 helped Nepal to rebuild its image internationally, and also contributeto introduce professionalism in tourism in general and helped to raiseawareness among the Nepalese people about the importance of tourism.
E. Destination Nepal Campaign-DNC (2002-2004)As the impact of VNY it was not of desired program 'Destination Nepal 2002-2004’ had been planned to initiate DNC started from December 2002 andended on December 2004 as a two year program. The international year ofmountain 2002, International year of eco-tourism 2002 and visit south Asia2003 were also integrated under this campaign. It was implemented with thepartnership between the government and private sector to promote tourismindustry and create awareness among the people. The main objectives of DNC2002-04 were:I. To promote public awareness among people about tourism.II. To promote and maintain Nepal as a reliable attractive andsecured destination with wide international publicity.Nepal has started to pay more attention to this industry. However, it does notseem that proper program and planning has been made and the industry maynot be professionally managed as is needed for the sector's properdevelopment. Besides, its true potentiality can be realized only by propermarketing strategies and in this respect Nepal does not seem to have extendedadequate attention.Nepal has ample opportunities to develop international tourism as it consistsof rich natural resources, beautiful landscapes and bio as well as culturaldiversities. Thus tourism can be a good source of income for developingcountry like Nepal. Keeping in view of those facts, Nepal government has takenimportant steps and made long-term plans, policies and strategies fordevelopment of tourism in Nepal.In this context, Nepal Tourism Board Act 2053 was passed by both the housesof the parliament in December 1996, and obtained the Royal Seal in February1997. The Board designed as a partnership between the HMG and the private
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sector travel industry of Nepal has been empowered to work as a NationalTourism Organization commencing 31st of December 1998.The Board has certain statutory responsibilities assigned by the Nepal TourismBoard Act, 2053 as mentioned below:1. To develop and introduce Nepal as an attractive tourist destination inthe international marketplace.2. To promote the tourism industry in the country while working forthe conservation of natural, environmental and cultural resources.3. To work towards increasing the gross domestic product and foreignexchange income by means of promoting the tourism industry. Towork towards increasing employment opportunities in the sameindustry.4. To develop Nepal as a secure, dependable as well as attractive traveldestination by establishing a respectable image of Nepal ininternational travel trade community.5. To work towards providing equality service to the tourists visitingNepal.6. To study the bottlenecks against the same by means of conductingresearch and implementing and getting implemented results of suchresearch in order to do away with these bottlenecks.7. To promote and develop institutions for the promotion of tourismindustry.Putting all those objectives in strong consideration, NTB has designed itsoverall organizational structure in such a way that collective actions of eachunit emphasizes in overall marketing & promotion of its diversified potentialas well as existing tourism products.Nepal Tourism Board had prepared its Tourism Marketing Strategy for Nepaland its three main objectives are as follows:1. To recover and expand the overall volume and value of tourism toNepal connecting on inherent products strengths.2. To reposition Nepal firmly as a varied and multi-faceted destination3. With world class cultural and special interest products.4. To improve the seasonal and spatial distribution of visitors andfoster the growth of new tourism areas.In order to achieve these objectives, NTB has presented its core productstrengths through its overall marketing campaign. Nepal's core productstrengths are seen as the following:1. Rich ethnic culture with world heritage sites still in actual daily use2. Spectacular Himalayan landscapes including Mt. Everest3. Pleasant year round climate4. Unique religious traditions5. Fine natural attractions and its welcoming and friendly people
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These product strengths are further grouped in five main product clusters as:1. Culture tradition and people2. Cities and leisure3. Outdoors, trekking and adventure4. Religion and pilgrimage5. Nature and wildlife
F. Nepal tourism year 2011The natural scenery, high mountains, incomparable cultural heritage andnumerous specialties have made Nepal a well-known destination in the worldtourism map with a distinct image of its own. However, the development oftourism is limited in number and within the certain areas of the country only.The new government has shown greater concerns about the real value oftourism and its role in contributing to economic growth, poverty alleviation,equity and overall tourism development in the country.Therefore, the government is placing high priority on tourism sector in its neweconomic development policy. As there is a favorable political situation in thecountry, the government is all agreed towards economic revolution in next 10years for the up-liftment of the massese. In this connection, government ofNepal in consulation with Nepalese Tourism Industry, concerned organizationsand experts decide to launch a national tourism camping "Nepal Tourism Year2011".This announcement reflects the government's anticipation to bring intoat least one million international tourists in Nepal by the year 2011 and spreadthe benefits of tourism to the people at large. The national campaign alsoindicates the tourism industry's exigency to organize a tourism promotioncampaign having wider impact.With the glittering badge of adventure destination and destination and theadage "Atithi Devo Bhava" (Guests are Goad) that reflects "Atithi Satkar,
Nepali ko Sanskar" (Hospitality is Nepalese Culture) deeply rooted in ourculture, the tourism products of Nepal never cases to mesmerize the visitors.The cultural, geographical, ethnic and bio-diversities of the country allureinternational visitors to Nepal time and again which truly substantiates thesprit of Nepal tourism brand:
G. Naturally Nepal one is not enough!The concept of Nepal Tourism year 2011 envisions harnessing theseopportunities and strengths and bringing together the commitment of thegovernment, expertise and experiences of the organizations like Nepal TourismBoard, aptitude and dynamism of the private sector and communities forfurther tourism development in the country. Active involvement of the majorpolitical parties, members of the Constitution Assembly and right group isalways taken into consideration in order to make the campaign inclusive andparticipatory in modus operandi and effective in result. The campaign will alsofocus on mobilizing the network of the Non-Resident Nepalese (NRN)communities, Nepalese diplomatic missions abroad, I/NGOs, airlines, and
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national and international media. Similarly, friends and well wishers of Nepal,tourism academicians and celebrates will also be approached in order tohighlight the campaign internally as well as internationally.
H. Objectives of the campaign1. Establish Nepal as a choice of premier holiday destination with adefinite brand image,2. Improve and extend tourism related infrastructures in existing andnew tourism sites,3. Enhance the capacity of service renders,4. Build community capacity in the new areas to cater the need of thetourists, and5. Promote domestic tourism for sustainability of the industry.
I. Quantified targets1. One million annual international arrivals.2. Dispersal of at least 40%of the international tourists into emergingand new tourist areas.3. Encourage additional investment on tourism infrastructures4. Develop mechanism to record domestic tourism activities.
J. Promotional Strategies1. Focusing marketing and promotion activities on regional andemerging   markets,2. Exploration of new tourism potential market segments,3. Highlighting the tourism brand: Naturally Nepal once is not enough!4. Enhancement of air connectivity with the regional, emerging andpotential markets,5. Lobbying with the government for sufficient budget allocation toimprove and expand,  tourism related activities infrastructures inexisting and new tourism areas,6. Attract and encourage private sector for investment in tourism sector,7. Capacity building of human resource involved in tourism,8. Lobbying with the government for effective intervention in domestictourism,9. Promotion of domestic tourism by endorsing Leave Travel Concession(LTC) by the Government, and10.Organize major sports/events in association with tourism associationsand stakeholders, during the Nepal Tourism Year 2011.(At least oneevent in a month)
K. Institutional ArrangementsNepal Tourism Board (NTB) has been entrusted to function as a secretariat ofthe Nepal Tourism Year 2011.
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1.2 Statement of ProblemIn economic arena of Nepal, tourism plays a very important role. Tourism isone of the main sources of foreign exchange earning. Natural and culturalattractions are main assets of tourism in Nepal. Due to such attraction, thepotentiality of tourism is very high in Nepal. However, this potentiality is notbeen exploited properly. "Although Nepal's tourism potential is vast but factorssuch as limited air access, poor infrastructure and lack of appropriatemarketing strategy have resulted in limited growth" (Bhatta, 1997: 4). Thoughtourist arrival is growing due course of time, Nepal is far behind in worldtourism as compare to the other countries of south Asia (Anand & Bajracharya,1985: 3). Nepal tourism board, national tourism organization is undertakingdifferent marketing program. In different country segment but due to verylimited marketing & promotional budget, it's not being effective. NTB'smarketing program has to compete with competitor like India, Thailand,Malaysia who spend huge amount of money for marketing and promotion.Asian countries have increasing outbound tourism by which Nepal can benefita lot. But Nepal lacks appropriate and conducive tourism policies andstrategies. There is always big problem of air-seats and air connectivity.Consumer research based marketing strategies are yet to be developed. Decadelong insurgency inside the country had made negative publicity of the countryconsequently tourist arrival has gone down despite the continuous effort ofNepal tourism Board and private sector of promoting Nepal. The travel trendhas shown that Nepal's major tourism market is Europe & USA. The touristarrival from these market holds negligible percentage if its compared to touristarrival figure from same market to other Asian countries like India, China,Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore, Srilanka. This unbalance travel trend signifiesthat Nepal's tourism promotion and marketing efforts is not effective and wellenough to meet the competition with above mentioned tourism destinations.The major problem behind this is not having enough budgets for effectivemarket & promotion.China, Japan, Korea, Singapore are now established as big economic powers inworld economy. In the meantime, we are not able to attract more tourists fromthese big nations. Keeping the problem of enough budgets in shade, the majorproblem is of enough air services to and from these countries. We have notdirect and enough air link with these countries.If we summarize the problem that has been faced by NTB and Nepalese travelindustry, we can point out as follows:1. Lack of enough budgets to carry out effective market & promotioncampaign to compare with other countries promotion.2. Unavailability of enough air services between major Asian market andNepal.3. Lack of research based marketing.4. Lack of effective promotional and marketing activities.5. Past Internal Insurgency.
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1.3 Objectives of the StudyTourism activities are become indispensable from the viewpoint of country'seconomy. The country with high Himalayas holds great potentiality to establishtourism as major industry. So, Nepal can attract more & more tourists from itsneighboring countries through its effective marketing & promotion campaign.The main objective of this study will be to assess the marketing & promotioncampaign of NTB in growing Asian market. The other sub-objectives can bementioned as below:1. To analysis the travel trends figure from Asian markets.2. To know the type of promotional tools effective in Asian market.3. To know general model of marketing of NTB.4. To suggest affordable measures for promoting Nepal effectively inAsian big market.
1.4 Limitation of the StudyI. The study will be focusing in the general assessment of marketing andpromotional trends of Nepalese Tourism Board in growing AsianMarket like China, Japan, India, Srilanka, Thailand, Malaysia andBangladesh, S. Korea & Taiwan.II. The study will cover assessment of travel trend from 1999-2005 (6years) after the establishment of NTB.III. The marketing & promotion campaign of private travel tradeindustries will not be included.IV. The study will be using secondary data from NTB and informationextensively because of impossibility of surveying all market in the fieldby visiting out countries.
1.5 Organization of the StudyThis research document is organized into five chapters:Chapter one consists of short introduction of Nepal and development history oftourism in Nepal, problem identification, significance of the study, andobjectives of study with research methodology.Chapter two provides extensive research reviews which includes concept oftourism marketing, reviews of books, journals, articles that describes abouttourism and tourism marketing with special reference to Nepal.Chapter three deals with research methodology, tools and techniques used toanalyze and interpret the findings.Similarly, chapter four is about the analysis and presentation of the findings onthe basis of primary as well as secondary data that were taken from varioussources.The last part, chapter five provides summary of the whole research work,recommendations developed based on the major findings and the conclusion.
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CHAPTER-TWO

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Concept of MarketingMarketing has gained a great deal of strategic importance in modernorganization. Every organization needs marketing to achieve their goals.Marketing stimulates demand for products. It helps organizations to find outwhat their customer need and want. It also helps to decide what productsshould be offered to satisfy their needs and wants. Marketing's task is to designa product/service combination that provides real value to targeted customersmotivates purchase and full fills genuine consumer needs.There have been various attempts to define 'marketing' but so far nouniversally accepted definition has been devised. This is perhaps due to thefact that 'marketing' as a comprehensive management function is a fairlyrecent concept which effectively only started to be applied in the early 1950s.Philips and Duncan have defined marketing as "Marketing includes all theactivities necessary to place goods and services in the hands of consumers andindustrial users, excluding only such activities as involve a significant change inthe form of goods."Carl Dysinger has defined the concept as "Marketing is finding out what theconsumer wants and selling it to him at a profit."The American Management Association has defined marketing as "The processof planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion and distributionof ideas, goods and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual andorganizational goals.According to Jerome McCarthy "Marketing is the performance of activities thatseek to accomplish an organization's objectives by anticipating customer orclient needs and directing a flow of need-satisfying goods and services fromproducer to customer or client.According to William J. Stanton, "Marketing is a total system of businessactivities designed to plan, price, promote and distribute want-satisfyingproducts to target markets to achieve organization's objectives.According to Philip Kotler, "Marketing is a societal process by whichindividuals and groups obtain what they need and want through creating,offering, and freely exchanging products and services of value with others.
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2.2 Concept of TourismThe word 'Tourism' is related to 'tour' which is derived from a Latin word'Tornos'. Tornos means a tool for describing a circle or turners wheel. This is aword of compass or rather a pin at the end of the stretched string used todescribe a circle. It is from this word 'Tornos' that notion of a 'round tour' or a'package tour' has come which is very of the essence of tourism. It was late as1643 the term was first used in the scene of going round or traveling fromplaces around an excursion, a journey including visiting a number of places incircuit or sequence, circuitous journey, embralixy the principles places of acountry or region (Negi, 1990:21).Prior to the advent of the industrial revolution, travel was primarily related tothe trade, the desire for military conquest or the performance of group rites. Itwas principally the traders, in the early historical period, who blared the trialby establishing national trade routes and communications which laterextended throughout the region and finally to other continents. Thus, it wastrade that first motivated travel in the real sense (Tewari, 1994: 1). Later, theadvent of modern means of transport and communication has uplifted tourismby facilitating and encouraging traveling. This developed form of traveling inmodern terminology is known as 'tourism' today. National Committee onTourism, India defined it as, "The new phenomenon of traveling in pursuit ofleisure, culture and the quest for knowledge about alien lands con notes theconcept of tourism, the growth of tourism is closely related to the ease andspeed of travel, economic growth and political development" (Mohanty, 1992:43). Tourism grew gradually over the years as easier and faster means of travelbecame available. Mass tourism started in Europe only in late 19th century buttoday it is a worldwide reality. "Today tourism revolution is sweeping theglobal, a revolution promising much and delivering a great deal. It has emergedas the most lucrative business of the world, having tremendous potentially forearning foreign exchange, yielding tax revenue, promoting growth of ancillaryindustries, generating income and employment and in the development ofindustrially backward region thorough its various linkage effects" (Singh,1975).
2.3 Tourism DefinedTourism has been defined in different ways by various authors and concernedorganizations and yet there is not universally accepted definition of tourism.Hermann V. Schullaid, an Australian economist gave one of the earliestdefinitions of tourism in 1910. According to Schullaid, tourism is "the sum totalof the operators, mainly of an economic nature, which directly relates to theentry, stay and movement of foreigners inside and outside or certain country,city or region" (Satyal, 1988: 7).R. de Meyer has defined tourism as, "A collective term for human movementand its attendant activities caused by the exteriorization and fulfillment of the
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desire to escape that is more or less latent in everybody" (Chatt Upadhyay,1995: 7). This definition received the first prize by Academic International deTourism at Monte Carlo in 1952. However, this definition does not seem to bebroad enough. Another definition of tourism given by the Swiss professorsWaiter Hunziker and Kuet Krapf, in 1942, is more phenomenons arising fromthe travel and stay of strangers, provided the stay does not imply theestablishment of permanent residence and is not connected with aremunerated activity" (Bhatia, 1994: 38).The tourism society in Britain had also attempted to classify the concept and it1976 defined tourism as: "Tourism is the temporary short-term movement ofpeople to destinations outside the places where they normally live and workand their activities during the stay at these destinations; it includes movementfor all purpose, as well as day visits or excursions" (Bhatia, 1994: 38).The most widely used and popular definitions of tourism is one prepared bythe united Nations conference on International Travel and Tourism held inRome in 1963. This definition was recommended by International Union ofOfficial Travel Organizations (IUOTO) in 1908. Again, in 1993, the UnitedNations Statistical Commission adopted Rome definitions of tourism in revisedfrom prepared by World Tourism Organization (WTO) as a follow up to theOttawa International Conference on Travel and Tourism Statistics, jointlyorganized by WTO and the Government of Canada in June 1991. In thisdefinition WTO has developed a schematic breakdown of all travelers. Atraveler is defined as "any person on a trip between two or more countries ortwo or more localities within his/her country of usual residence" (WTO,Framework for the collection and publication of Tourism Statistics: 4).An Austrian economist Hermann Von Schellard, in the year book of nationalEconomy and Statistics 1990, gave the first definition of tourism. He definedtourism "the sum total of operators mainly of an economic nature whichdirectly related to the entry, Stay and movement of foreigners inside andoutside a certain country, city or region" (Batra, 1990: 1).The League of Nations defined in 1937 the term foreign tourist as; "Any personvisiting a country, other than that in which he usually resides for a period of atleast 24 hours."But revised definition given at the UN conference on International Travel andTourism, held in Rome in 1965 which described as: "Any person visiting acountry other than that in which he has his usual place of residence, for anyregion other than following an occupation remunerated from within thecountry visited".The most popular and widely accepted definition of tourism given by theWorld Tourism Organization (WTO) conference in Ottawa in 1991 is; "Theactivities of a person traveling to a place outside his/her environment for less
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that a specified period of time and whose main purpose of travel is other thanthe exercise of an activity remunerated from within the place visited."Tourism is perceived as an economic activity which accrues to the recipientcountries a definite source of foreign exchange and national income, createsjobs to reduce unemployment, fosters entrepreneurship, stimulates productionof food and local handicrafts, speeds of communication facilities, culturalexchanges and above all, contributes to a better understanding of the hostcountry. Some of principal changing dimensions of the vast expanding touristindustry are bringing into sharper focus the global concern over the cultural,ecological, environment, socio-economic and political effects of tourism(Motiram, 2003: 1).
2.4 Tourism MarketingIn the present day context marketing has become one of the important as well aschallenging jobs of any business organization. For the success of any businessactivities proper marketing system is needed. Marketing denotes the businessactivities that direct the flow of goods and services from producers to theconsumers or users in other words it is the process of exchange between sellerand buyer.In the view of Drucker (1976), the aim of marketing is to know and understandthe customer so well that the product or service fits and sells itself. Accordingto the British Institute of Marketing, "Marketing is the management functionwhich organizes and directs all those business activities involved in assessingand converting customer purchasing power into effective demand for a specificproduct or service to the final customer or user so as to achieve the profittarget or other objectives set by the company" (Bhatia, 1994: 139). SimilarlyEugene J. Kelly has defined marketing "as a business discipline, marketingconsists of systematic study of the demand generating or consumer motivatingforces, the temporal and spatial considerations influencing economictransaction, and the interacting efforts and responses of buyers and sellers in amarket" (Bhatia, 1994: 140). According to the American Marketing Association,"Marketing is the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing,promotion and distribution of ideas, goods and services to create exchangesthat satisfy individual and organizational objectives" (Bennett, 1988: 115).Today, in the field of marketing, more priority is given to know the desire ofcustomers and to satisfy them. The present concept calls for a customerorientation backed by integrated marketing aimed at generating customersatisfaction and long run consumer welfare as the key to attaining success(Kotler, 1972: 46-54).The challenge of marketing goes beyond the success of business. It must alsoserve the goals of society. It must act in concert with broad public interest. Formarketing does not end with the buy-sell transaction – its responsibilities extendwell beyond making profits. Marketing shares in the problems and goals of society
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and its contributions extended well beyond the formal boundaries of the firm(Lazer, 1978: 1).Tourism being the fastest growing and most competitive industry in the worldit should be marketed properly. "Tourism needs to be marketed, just as anyother product, indeed move so, because it is an industry in which the customerstill has an immense variety of choice. There are a number of destinationscompeting with each other to get a bigger and bigger share of the market"(Bhatia, 1994: 137). Hence, tourism marketing is regarded as a central point ofwhole tourism activities. Today all direct and indirect promotional activities tosell destinations are related to tourism marketing and it effects all theoperations of tourism (Negi, 1990: 387).Tourism marketing is defined as the "systematic and co-coordinated effortsexerted by the National Tourist Organizations and/or the tourist enterprises atinternational, national and local levels to optimize the satisfaction of tourists,groups and individuals, in view of the sustained tourism growth" (Bhatia,1994: 142). According to Krippendorf (1971: 46) "Marketing and tourism is tobe understood as a systematic and coordinated execution of business policy bytourist undertakings whether private or state owned, at local, regional,national or international level to achieve the optimum satisfaction of needs ofidentifiable consumer groups and in doing so to achieve an appropriatereturn." Hence, tourism marketing denoted the development of a tourismproduct to meet the needs of the tourists and then employing the techniques ofdirect sales, publicity and advertising to bring this product to the tourists(Bhatia, 1994: 142).There is a need of tourism marketing with proper planning and sound policies."Its complexity lies in the fact that tourism promotion in its various forms hasto be directed at large number of people in various lands of different socio-economic structures, having different needs, tastes, attitudes, expectations andbehavior pattern. It is only through the efficient marketing strategy that willhelp understand people's tastes and preferences for travel. And hence need formarketing in tourism" (Bhatia, 1994: 141). However, tourism industry doesnot seem to apply marketing approach for its promotion and developmentadequately (Anand and Bajracharya, 1985: 1).Because of the competitive global scenario and the ever expanding tourismindustry, the marketing of the tourism products need greater attention. Thereare countless tourist destinations world-wide and to develop tourism, everycountry tries to capitalize on its cultural, religious and natural heritage inaddition to the various forms of entertainment packages. But only thosecountries which have devised aggressive marketing strategy have been able toattract a greater number of tourists. Thus, tourism being a high publicityproduct effective marketing is a must for the successful running of tourismindustry.
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Adequate budget, financial and technological resources are needed for effectivetourism marketing. But, "we understand very limited marketing activitieswhile other countries with more resources are spending huge amount ofmoney on aggressive marketing of their destination (Pokherel, 1995: 24). Inthis regard, Hotel Association of Nepal President Yogendra Shakya commentedsaying "we have alone practically nothing as far as promotion is concerned.The Ministry of Tourism has no budget for promotion" (Spotlight, 1994).Government also should take necessary initiative for the publicity of tourismabroad. In Nepal, even one five star rated hotel spend Rs 30 million annuallyfor the publicity at international level due to the lack of budget Government isnot able to make sufficient publicity even in Visit Nepal year also (AajakoSamacharpatra, 1997). "We have achieved 'word of mouth' publicity in Europeand India both by travelers as well as tour operators. As the governmentbudget is not large enough to tackle all markets, especially since we are tryingto carry consumer oriented marketing. I suggest we concentrate on Farm toursfor tour and travel operators and travel trade journalist from Japan. Luring filmand TV producers should be our strategy for inexpensive but wide publicity"(Shakya, 1995).The Lacunai in promotional efforts in Nepal is further indicated by the fact that"the expenditure made in publicity is too poor and not more effective in bothquality and quantity. The Ministry of Tourism published brochures andbooklets about tourism only in few languages and that also in limited copies.There is lack of advertisement in the foreign papers; in such a situation most ofthe visitors are unknown about Nepal" (Shrestha, 1981: 65)."Nepal lacks the most essential market information focused on its products,while the most irrelevant material is produced at considerable cost anddubious impact. Fair participation, in the absence of proper informationmaterial to flow up interest, poorly staged as it often is, appears less thaneffective and probably a waste of money. At the same time, there is an urgentneed for Nepal to work against increasingly critical world media coverage onill-effects especially on mountain tourism. By inviting journalists, Nepal shouldconvey the fact that it is taking serious steps towards improving matters, butneeds help to do so" (Ministry of Tourism, 1984: 102).It is interesting to note the comment about the situation of Nepalese tourismmarketing made by Shakya. (Spotlight, 1994) According to him "Nepalesetourism has been marketed mainly through travel agents and tour operatorsabroad. We have never been able to go to the consumer. It is simply beyondour reach to advertise in, say Newsweek, which could take our entirepromotional fund. There is also a growing trend of undercutting. If we have US$ 100 as the rack rate, we give as much as 50 percent to the tour operators.That has been our marketing strategy because we depend so much on touroperators".
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Another serious challenge faced by tourism sector is the level of competitionbecause it is a very competitive business. Here it will be interesting to quotethe saying of (Alwis, 1997: 8) "my friend in the travel industry in Nepal, talk ofthe glorious days, barely a decade ago, when a trekking tour was sold tovisitors for US $ 80 per day on the average. They now lament, that it is sold foronly US $ 18 per day on the average. In view of Alwis this certainly in not theresult of the lack of demand for Nepal's unique tourism potential or a lack ofadequate number of 'up market' visitors out there in the market place. It is inthe opinion of most the result of unhealthy competition between the travelagents, the hoteliers, the tour operators (trekking, rafting and other), theprotection of the sky and the like. They also claim that it is the lack ofspecialization, lack of product quality improvement, diversification of productand inadequate delivery of quality service". In this respect "the government ofNepal should have clear policy to discourage cut-throat competition in thehotel industry and thereby attract quality tourists" (Sandhu, 1996: 36).Moreover, many Americans and Europeans complain about the pollution andenvironmental degradation of Kathmandu. Due to this Kathmandu is sendingwrong message about Nepal. We should try our best to solve the problems ofpollution and environment (Sandhu, 1996: 35). "Negative reports onKathmandu have adversely affected the tourism industry and Nepal's image"(Choegyal, 1994: 28). Regarding negative reporting done by some national andinternational media certainly it has done a lot of harms in the tourism sector ofNepal. For this a planned approach is needed to counter the negative effectsand organizing large scale promotional campaigns could regain our lostreputation (Rajbhandari, 1994: 26). In this context Mishra (1994: 24) says"'Say Goodbye to Shangri-La' was published in Newsweek of 4th October 1993issue. It has definitely affected the tourism especially qualitative tourist.However, in my opinion, the correct information about Kathmandu Valleycame in time and we should take it in a positive way instead of being defensive.Had it not been published in such a renowned journal, it would not have beengrave concern to all conscious people of Nepal and abroad."Air accessibility is also a hurdle in Nepal. Sthapit (1996: 31) expressed "Weneed to take concrete steps with respect to tourism marketing in order toboost arrivals. But there is problem of air seat capacity." Sandhu (1996: 35)also has similar view in this respect. He says, "This is the one really singlemajor problem. RNAC has limited number of aircrafts and the tour operatorshave to face the problems of air seat. Nepal should allow more internationalairlines to come to Nepal and encourage the national carrier to competeinternationally. It would give new thrust for the tourism development of thiscountry, generate employment and increase the number of tourist arrival."For the promotion of quality tourism in the country, infrastructure andservices should be improved properly (Sandhu, 1996: 36). "For most countries,including Nepal, one of the most essential conditions for the successful
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promotion and development of tourism is the existence of adequateinfrastructure and qualified human resources"(Frangialli, 1996: 13).Alwis (1997: 8) says, "All good marketing begins with the customers and endswith the customers. All good tourism marketing therefore, should begin withthe visitor (tourist) and see through to the end, that we have met all reasonableexpectations of that visitor. We must ensure that he or she returns with asmuch as a positive feeling as possible, about Nepal and its people." In fact, thegood image and memories of tourists are more beneficial for the country thatthe promotional activities like, international advertisement, brochures,newspaper article etc., So far Nepal is concerned as a tourist destination itoffers a unique product and unparalleled opportunities for marketers whowant to take on the challenge. It just means that both Nepalese operators andtheir partners in Asia need to work harder and be innovative if they are toachieve yields that Nepal's tourism operations deserve (Alwis, 1996: 29). ForNepal "USA, Australia and the Pacific and other European countries, speciallythe Scandinavian countries- are very potential future markets. South East Asiais emerging to be an economic giant. But as our marketing resources are not sobig, we have to select only a few countries" (Shakya, 1995)."While formulating the tourism strategy, it is essential that our tourismmarketers keep abreast the fast changing trends, particularly the changingtrends in tourism market … Tourism marketers should be quick to respond thechanging economic scenario in the world" (Shrestha, 1995: 85). Similarly, inview of Sharma (1992: 112) "An integrated approach, with the twin objectivesof environmental protection and sustainable economic development, should bebased on an appreciation of the broader implications of tourism for theenvironmental, demographic, economic and distributional concerns inmountain ecosystems." Hence, development of tourism of Nepal should takeinto account promotional and marketing issues as well as deal with theinherent problems and challenges.
2.5 Review of StudiesIn this section an attempt is made to review of previous studies on tourismwith special reference to Nepal.There was no plan and policy regarding tourism in Nepal till 1950s. For thefirst time the written study on tourism was made on the late 1950s. In Nepal,"General plan for the Organization of Tourism in Nepal" prepared by Frenchnational George Lebrec, in 1959, was the first tourism plan, which wasprepared by the help of the French Government. In this plan, Lebrec hasrecommended to make brochures, posters, postage stamps depicting theHimalayan peaks and Flora and Fauna and to the use of films anddocumentaries prepared by the mountaineering expedition for promoting
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tourism in Nepal and the establishment of separate Nepal Tourism Officers.Later, George Lebrec visited Nepal in 1964 and 1966 and prepared two reportson tourism entitled "Report on the Development of Tourism" and "Report onTourism in Nepal" respectively. In these reports Lebrec had recommended thattourism in Nepal had started growing at a faster pace (Pokherel).In 1972, with an aim to run tourism in a planned way and formulating policythe Nepal Tourism Master Plan (1972), a detailed and comprehensivedocument about Nepalese tourism, was prepared with a joint co-operation ofBundesstelle Fur Entwicklungshilfe of Germany and Nepal Government ofNepal. This Master Plan defined the tourism development programs andprojects for ten years. The plan also included marketing programs to beadopted and the market segments of Nepalese tourism were identified asorganized sight seeing, independent "Nepal style" tourism, trekking andpilgrimage. The primary markets for Nepal were identified as USA, France,Scandinavia and Australia as secondary target market. In the Master PlanKathmandu was seen as continuing to be the principal centre of tourismactivities in Nepal and to lengthen the average length of stay, tourists measurescan be done by creating resort areas and the provision of recreationalattractions suited to the needs of international tourism and opening up thecountry's attractions suited to the needs of international tourism and openingup the country's attractions by round tours operated from Kathmandu withintermediate stops and short stays in selected sites. Futhermore, the plan hasemphasized for development outside Kathmandu such as the development ofPokhara, Chitwan, National Park, development of national parks at Langtang,Annapurna and Dhaulagiri and Khumbu. The development of pilgrimagecentres at Lumbini, Muktinath, Barahchettra and Janakpur was also envisaged.The Master Plan had recommended for the establishment of a Ministry ofTourism and Culture embracing functions then found within the Department ofTourism, the Department of Archaeology, the Department of Culture, theDepartment of Forestry, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the ImmigrationOffice.'Nepal Tourism Marketing Strategy 1976 – 1981' prepared by Joseph-EdwardSusnik started with the premises that:I. As the stay of tourists cannot be prolonged for now the number ofinternational visitors should be increased substantially.II. Images of secondary destinations like Pokhara, Lumbini and Chitwanshould be built up.III. Nepal should become a gateway for South and South-East Asia.IV. Nepal should become the starting point of any Asian tour as it is thecradle of a religion and culture that influenced the history and life ofthe major parts of Asia. In his report, Susnik has suggested for theformation of Nepal Tourism Marketing Committee as well as NepalTourism Infrastructure Committee with representation of private
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sector and the Department of Tourism be recognized into NepalTourist Office which should concentrate on the marketing andpromotional activities abroad with independent operational budget.

2.5.1 'National Tourism Promotion Report 1983'National Tourism Promotion Report 1983 was prepared by National TourismPromotion Committee of 1981. Suggestions were also provided on marketingstrategies and plans for tourism. It reemphasized the need for promoting NepalStyle Tourism as mentioned in the Nepal Tourism Master Plan which wouldinclude sightseeing, trekking and wildlife adventure and which would promoteNepal as a primary destination. The major suggestions given in this report areto develop resorts in the mid mountains to encourage tourists from Indiaduring the hot Indian summer season, promotion in Europe be stepped up,special programs be designed for Buddhist pilgrims from Asian countries andthat similar pilgrimage packages be designed for Hindu pilgrims from India,depute a person in the Embassies of Nepal for promoting tourism, participatein various important trade fairs and to promote convention tourism.Another report entitled "Study and Recommendation for a Nepal Marketing
Plan a Marketing Task Force Report" (1983) prepared by PATA, in 1983,considered to be very effective marketing plan of tourism. The mainrecommendation mentioned in this report are the establishment of anautonomous Nepal Tourism Promotion Board, to recognize responsibility bythe private sector for all overseas sales activity, to engage overseasrepresentation to conduct ongoing promotion and publicity for Nepal and toorganize a research section to carry out market research on visitors to Nepal.
2.5.2'Nepal Tourism Master Plan Review' (1984)Nepal Tourism Master Plan Review 1984 is a review study and it has suggestedaction program for implementation for the promotion of tourism in Nepal. Thisstudy contains three parts. In part one, a background to be 1972 TourismMaster Plan, its contents and intents, and its practical use and operationtogether with a comprehensive review of past developments in key areas oftourism. Part two sets forth an updated set of policy objectives and a marketdevelopment concept forth e five years and part three provides action-orientedrecommendations. According to this review report, there is no need for a newcomprehensive master plan in tourism. The 1972 Master Plan is relevant in itslong-term policy contents, and most of its basic conceptual assumptions havebeen fully verified. This study focuses on a pragmatic policy frameworkessential to solving priority issues of tourism.
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This study observed that active market promotion was the most importantfactor for the tourism development in Nepal.This study, therefore, suggested to various destinations oriented marketingprograms. The major programs include:I. Developing a systematic concept of promotional material,II. Determining the quality standard for each individual product,III. Producing a Travel Agents manual containing comprehensive up todate information regarding tourism in Nepal,IV. Establishing representative offices in Western Europe, USA and Japan,V. Participating in selected tourism trade fairs,VI. Offering familiarization tours to agents and journalists,VII. Establishing a Nepali-style tour package,VIII. Directing sales to tour operators from the country of origin withoutmiddleman form India,IX. Expanding the trekking possibilities.The conclusion and action-oriented recommendations of this study focused onimproving the capability of the Ministry of Tourism to assume itsresponsibilities in tourism, institutionally, administratively and technically.Nepal Rastra Bank (1989) carried out an econometric study with an objectiveto study and estimate the level and patterns of tourist expenditure in Nepal, toestimate the value-added and imports contents and thereby not foreignexchange earnings from tourism in Nepal, and to estimate income andemployment generation in the tourism sector of Nepal. In this study,regressions were run on the time-series data as well as cross-sectional data forthe period 1974-1987.The major findings of the study included tourism demand to be incomeinelastic in dependent variables, tourist expenditure and number of tourists,for the total time-series analysis for the period 1974-1987. Tourist expenditurewas found to be highly sensitive with respect to exchange rates, but thesensitivity of tourist arrivals to his variable was less. Country-wise time seriesregression for 14 countries gave mixed results.Among tourism sub-sectors (when direct, indirect and induced effects werecombined) the ratio of import content for hotel was estimated at 53.45percent, travel agencies 74.51 percent, trekking agencies 54.04 percent andairlines 67.05 percent. The ratio of direct import content when the indirect andinduced effects were taken out was estimated at 35.45 percent for hotels, 15.12percent for travel agencies, 10.79 percent for trekking agencies and 57.60percent for airlines. The value added for the tourism sector i.e., total paymentto domestic factors including payments to intermediate and final inputs.(When direct, indirect, and induced effects were combined) was estimated at37.74 percent as compared to 44.66 percent for tourism related sector and42.82 percent for the overall sector (Nepal Rastra Bank, 1989: v).
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This study estimated the average per capita per day tourist expenditure (Rs.747), the average length of tourist stay (9.3 nights), and the employment in thetourism sector. The study suggested liberalizing exchange, emphasizingtrekking tourism, doing aggressive marketing, expanding both internationaland national air services, developing integrated tourism development policy,and establishing a full fledged apex body.
2.5.3 'Nepal Tourism Marketing Program' (1990),Nepal Tourism Marketing Program a specific study, made on tourismmarketing, funded by Asian Development Bank, included some valuablesuggestions on marketing. The main suggestions were:I. The objective of marketing trekking should be to reinforce the image ofNepal as a world leader and trekking as premium product.II. For sightseeing tourism Kathmandu and the Himalayas must beestablished as a 'must see' premium product.III. Initial promotional budget for Tourism Promotion Board to be US $ 7,60,000 in its first year to be financed from a modest increase in visafees.IV. Encourage travel agencies in generating countries to represent Nepalfor information purpose also.V. Professional representation to be established in London, Japan, HongKong, Washington or New York.VI. Ten fold budget increase in public relation budget to complement newoverseas representations.VII. Seek technical assistance in marketing for best use of the funds.
2.5.4 Pokharel, Tek Chandra,Pokharel Tek Chandra has also prepared a separate review article entitled"Summary of Past Marketing Strategies and Plans for Tourism in Nepal" withdescription of the studies and seminar reports related to Nepalese tourismmarketing encompassing important studies and seminar proceedings with anemphasis on marketing of Nepalese Tourism.The basic tasks of 'Nepal Tourism Development Programme' (1990) were:I. To review existing plans and policies and suggest modifications toprovide a longer-term strategy for using the countries tourismresources on a sustainable basis, while satisfying on increasingnumber of visitors;II. To prepare tourism development action plans which should include,among other things, the development of a commensurate institutionalcapacity.'Nepal Tourism Development Programme' consists of four reports. Productdevelopment program and marketing strategies have been defined in thisstudy. For both trekking tourism and sightseeing tourism the essence of the
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strategy is to establish Nepal as a premium product able to command the priceof a premium product. The main marketing strategies initiatives for Nepalmentioned in the report were:I. To establish Mount Everest and the Himalayas as a "must see"attraction for any world tourist;II. To establish Kathmandu as the unique mystic city within a valley ofexceptional scenic appeal;III. To establish Pokhara as the "Gateway Resort to the Himalayas"IV. To establish and promote a series of outstanding excursions for theordinary sightseeing travelers.This study report recommended a number of suggestions regardinginstitutional change. The main suggestions were:I. The formations of a National Tourism Commission;II. The designation of Tourism Industry Liaison officers in key Ministriesand Departments which impinge on tourism;III. The development of the Department of Tourism as the body ofprofessional tourism expertise within the Ministry of Tourism and theformation of an Eco-Tourism unit.The report also produced and proposed Tourism Development Program forNepal for Asian Development Bank support. The Development Programproposed in the reports are:I. Domestic Air Transport;II. Urban Tourism (Kathmandu);III. Infrastructure in Pokhara;IV. Institutional Development; andV. Tourism Manpower Development and Training.

2.5.5 Tuladhar (1993),Tuladhar (1993) in his doctoral work, aimed to study the development ofInternational Tourism in Kingdom of Nepal from the view of resources, thelevel of its explorations, utilizations and possibilities of its improvement.This study has been done against the background of the overall conditionsand its development including natural and anthropological resources,economic development of the country, tourists' demands, and touristsupply. To achieve the objectives of this study, a systematic method ofinvestigation in the theoretical scheme was used. His major findingsincluded the use of dispersion as a basic for the balancing of prognoses maypromote foreign visitor's quality and the possibilities for attempt andcontribution for the future development of international tourism in Nepalshould work out alternative prognostic situations in unison with theextracted priority of the tourist supply and direction for their improvement.Tuladhar has given various suggestions in his study like to promote charterflights with RNAC by tour operators assuring the low travel cost, increasing
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expenditure for advertisement and publicity for the stimulation for thetourist travel to Nepal, to provide more cultural shows and other types ofsuitable entertainment, to increase the length of stay of tourists and toincrease their expenditure, to establish summer resorts like suitable touristhotels and villas on the banks of lakes and rivers, to develop the nationalconcept and to develop human resources by emphasizing on tourismeducation.
2.5.6 Pradhananga (1993),

Pradhananga analyses the changing pattern of tourist's consumption and itseconomic impacts on employment, exports and national revenue were made.The basic objectives of the study were to examine the consumption pattern oftourist, to analyze the use of local resources in tourist consumption and theireffects on employment, to probe into capacity utilizations of hotels in relationto the tourist's number and length of stay and to examine the change ingovernment revenue resulting from the tourist export. This study dealt withdifferent tourism aspects i.e., hotels and lodges, airline, travel agencies,trekking agencies, carpet and garment industries and transport agenciesworking in Nepal. According to him leakage of foreign exchange earning, highimport contents, seasonal fluctuations in demand for tourism and overdependence on seasonality factor have been the major weaknesses in thetourism industry. He suggested that different tourism related policies andsectors like infrastructure, open-sky policy, planning of new tourism project,opening of a new destination in the country, tourism marketing strategy,management of travel agencies, full capacity utilization of hotels etc., should beplanned properly.
2.5.7 Nepal Tourism Master Plan (1972)

Nepal Tourism Master Plan (1972) is a detailed andcomprehensive document of Nepalese tourism. It is the first serousattempt to lay out a comprehensive policy framework for the tourismsector. The plan has proposed five different types of tourism in Nepalas following:I. Sight Seeing TourismII. Trekking TourismIII. 'Nepalese Style' TourismIV. Recreational Tourism, Primarily from IndiaV. International pilgrimage TourismKathmandu has seen to be centre of the tourism activities. The priority wasplaced on the development of pilgrimage centre at Lumbini, Muktinath,Barahachhetra and Janakpur. Similarly, the development of national parks inthe Langtan Area, Khumbu, Annapurna and the Dhaulagiri were suggested forthe promotion of adventurous mountain tourism. To increase the duration ofstay, sight seeing tours form east (i.e. circular tours to Kathmanud, Namche
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Bazaar, Janakpur and Chitwan) to west (i.e. Gorkha, Pokhara, Tansen, Lumbiniand Chitwan Circuit) of the valley and the development of resorts area with theappropriate recreational facilities were recommended.On the institutional front, the master plan of tourism and culture a sanauthoritative body for overall planning, promotion and development oftourism. It was suggested that the functions distributed among them existingorganization of the department of tourism, department of archaeology,department of forestry, department of immigration, and ministry of foreignaffair to be brought under the proposed ministry. It was also suggested thatecological surveys and measures for the conservation and promotion of thetraditional music, dance customs, and festivals, to be carried out.The review of master plan 1984 noted the main impediment to the plan'simplementation was due to the fact that government at large failed to share itsresponsibilities in directing and promoting tourism in a planned manner. Andothers are:I. Infrastructural facilities to diversify tourism to important marketsegment were not laid properly to meet the need of the time.II. The private sector invested in all the places with the tourismpotentials and market began to develop in accordance with thedictated of the buyers. This demand induced development resulted inuncontrolled development and proliferation of low qualityestablishments.III. While the Kathmandu has become increasingly crowed the othersight seeing places, e.g. Pokhara, Tansen, Gorkha, Lumbini wereneglected.IV. In Mountain tourism, Annapurna, Khumbu and Langtan becameover exposed causing increasing pressure on their scarce Naturalresources.V. Other regions with comparable attraction were not developedbecause of the failure of the government to open and regulate andcontrol tourism.VI. International pilgrimage tourism in still in the incipient stage ofdevelopment despite the presence of world renowned heritage sitelike Lumbini and Janakpur Dham.VII. Wildlife tourism has been limited to the Chitwan, after many years ithas been to extend to the Bardia and Sukla Phant reserve.VIII. The master plan recommended the development of supply guided"Nepal Style Tourism" to give Nepal an independent and uniquedestination and status. It emphasized providing mixed image ofcomfortable natural and cultural sight seeing along with the variety ofsoft and hard adventure product as per the physical stamina and timedisposition of the travelers.
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IX. But the infrastructural back up and, imaginative and innovativeendeavor needed to create alluring supply guided are seriously talking.X. All adventure market segments including wildlife/trekking andrafting were stated by expatriates and blindly strives to excel byNepalese entrepreneurs.XI. The Ministry of Tourism, established in 1977, according to therecommendation of the Master Plan, has not become an effectivecentral government body to look after the vital issues and challenges inthe field of tourism.XII. Rather than focusing on policy/planning and co-ordination, it hasimplemented only simple plans that fir under its jurisdiction.XIII. It has only added to the bureaucracy but not provided the effectivenessand efficiency envisaged in the place.XIV. The 1984 review recommended two other institution to address thehighest policy level were set up only 1992 in the form of tourismcouncil and Nepal Tourism Board in 1999 which is fully functioning asa National Tourism Institution.XV. It seems that most of the recommendation contained in the 1972Master Plan has yet to materialize conceptually and functionally. Thegovernment has to play pivotal role in the decentralization of tourismregulating and monitoring the qualities of the products and Marketingthe destination internationally.XVI. The private sector has to create a mix of product unique to Nepal moreimaginatively.

2.5.8 Shrestha (1999),

Shrestha in her Ph. D. Thesis entitled "Tourism in Nepal: Problems
and Prospects" mainly aimed to concern with the problems andprospects of tourism in Nepal. Her study identify the basic problemsof tourism on the basis of its contribution to national economy statusof tourism infrastructures, review of the planning and policies of thegovernment exports in the sample, and also analyzed the trend offoreign exchange earnings and share of tourism receipts to grossdomestic product.She has pointed out that Nepal has not been able to introduce and diversifynew tourism products. On the other hand, the experts are of the opinion thatthe problem of the air accessibility, lack of proper marketing and promotionalstrategy, pollution, lack of required infrastructure, lack of co-ordination,frequent, frequent change in government as well as lack of politicalcommitment are the short coming of tourism industry in Nepal. Despite of thevarious problems, she added, the prospects of tourism are bright in Nepaleseeconomy in generating employment, contributing to national GDP and also forover all development of the economy.
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Shrestha found that the role of tourism in economic development in significantin Nepal. The net earnings from tourism are greater the some other sectors.The share of tourism in terms of GDP came down to 3.2 percent in 1997, whichwas 4.1 percent in 1993/94. But the convertible foreign exchange increased by10.74 percent during the period 1974/75 – 1996/97. Despite these facts,tourism is one of the main contributors of convertible foreign currency sharing16 percent of total exchange earning in 1996/97.

2.5.9 Pradhananga (2000),Pradhanga in his book 'Tourists' Consumption Pattern and itsEconomic Impact in Nepal' had presented the changing pattern oftourists' employment and national revenue. The study has analyzedthe direct, indirect and induced effect of tourist expenditure onNepalese economy as well as has examined both forward andbackward linkage of tourism, impacts of goods and services, andemployment generation. The study has shown that the tourismsector contributed 37.99 percent as direct expenditure and thebenefits of tourist money mainly went to hoteliers, travel andtrekking agencies and airlines. The direct import content was 33.49percent in tourism sector, 17.34 percent in tourism percent intourism related sectors and 8.94 percent in non-tourism sector, thestudy has added, thus an increase in imports. This also mentionedthat the revenue at current price increased to Rs. 314.97 million in1987/88 from 34.91 million in 1974/75. The analysis has also shownthe impact of tourist expenditure on employment. The directemployment opportunities generated were 12.41 percent in tourismsector, 32.88 percent in tourism related sectors and 54.71 percent innon-tourism sector.
2.5.10 Upadhyaya (2003),Upadhaya in his Ph. D. dissertation entitled "Tourism as a LeadingSector in Economic Development of Nepal", he has said that manycountries have made efforts to promote tourism as a means ofeconomic development. This development in various countriesremains confirmed to local and regional level or helped the nationaleconomy as a whole. It is because tourism is considered as aninexhaustible industry that has potential to improve further as thetourism industry is developed gradually. As W. W. Rostow has madeit clear that in the process of economic development of a backwardcountry some sectors must play the role of a leading sector. So thatnot only the sector(s), in question, grow rapidly but also have thecapacity to move other sector of the economy forward. This processleads the entire economy on higher growth path. He has depicted thefact that the tourism sector has been improving its significance in theeconomy. It has been improving its significance in the economy. It
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has been estimated that the activities related to tourism sector hasstrong inducement effect on the other activities of the economy.Beside foreign exchange earning, it is equally important toemployment. Further, he argued that, no doubt, Nepalese economy ismoving faster and faster on the path of globalization.Although tourism is important for a developing country like Nepal, there is adearth of literature relating to marketing and promotion of tourism. . In view ofthe importance of marketing and need for Nepal to go for extensive promotion,the present study about the marketing strategies taken by Nepal TourismBoard has been initiated.

2.6 Review of Thesis works:

Hirachan Bijay Lal (2003), in his Master's thesis entitled 'A study on e-
marketing used by Travel agencies' has presented the effectiveness of e-marketing used by travel agencies to promote tourism industry. In order tofind the perception of travel agencies regarding e-marketing prospectpracticed in tourism sectors. The writer has taken following objectives in toconsideration.I. To survey the current market situation of Travel Agencies.II. To find out and examine travel agencies perception regarding e-marketing.III. To find out popularity of internet as marketing tools among travelagencies.IV. To explore the problem and prospects of e-marketing and to suggestappropriate recommendation in order to promote intoxicating beautythis country through internet.In his study, to determine the objective of research Hirachan had conducted afield survey. In which 25 were complete out of 30 responses. The majority ofthe survey respondents reported that the current situation of travel andtourism is poor(80%), only 12% respondents seems satisfied with the currentsituation of travel and tourism industry of Nepal. There were comparative viewabout the region from where most tourists used to come.56% respondentsbelieved from Europe and 40% believed to be from Asia. As regards to thepromotion medium which the respondents' prefer, it seems that 56% preferpersonal contact for promotion whereas website, e-marketing and magazinesare preferred by 28%, 24% and 4% respondents respectively. Similarly thestudy has presented that most travel agencies (84%) do have websitespublished on web, whereas only (16%) do not have websites and reason forhaving websites is for promotion (71.42%) respondents responded but28.57% responded kept websites for providing information.In the same ground 71.42% respondent rated their website is performingbelow expectation where as 28.57% respondent’s believe they got what theyhave expected from website out of total respondent’s majority of
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respondents(72%) had an idea about e-marketing and 56.52% of respondent’swere using search engine submission and only 4.34% were using tourismrelated directories a e-marketing promotional tools. About the contributionmade by internet on tourism sector, majority of the respondents (88%) weresatisfied by the contribution made by internet for promoting tourism in Nepal.Finally he concludes that most of the travel agencies know the importance ofinternet as marketing tools, due to the fact that most of them have a websiteand using e-mail on regular basis but due to lack of knowledge, fund andignorance they are not utilizing e-marketing in professional way or seriously. Ifthe correct methods of promotion are used on internet to popularize travelagencies sites definitely it will contribute to promote tourism sector in Nepal togreat extent.In his Masters thesis, Sharma, Kalayan Raj (2000) entitled ‘Tourism
marketing in Khumbu Area’ has presented the tourism of Khumbhu area withrespect to marketing , policy and legal provision. He has found that tourism inSolukhmbu has ensured significant improvement in educational opportunitiesand health care provision (which has led to improved family planning), waterand electricity supply, access to material goods and levels of mobility. Therepositive aspects of tourism in khumbhu. Tourism development has certainlycontributed to a widening of the gap between the rich and poor with regard tothe culture, local people are very much aware of outside interest in the Sherpapeople. Most of the people are claming that they are loosing their culturaltradition poor people are preserving their cultural tradition because they havebeen able to attract tourists’ interest towards maintaining and developing theold and new monasteries in the region. It shows that less wealthy people andwomen are more in touch with their culture and wealthy people have newwork patterns and new life styles.The trekking and mountaineering tourism are about intensive activities thatprovide unparalleled opportunities for employment and income generation.Tourism related incomes have allowed literally thousands of households inKhumbhu area. They have improved their standards of life. Most important tothe success of the local; economy are the high numbers of locally- ownedlodges, restaurants and trekking agencies.
2.7 Review of News Articles:

Structure of Public Private Partnership for Tourism Development in
NepalTourism is one of the leading industries in Nepal and it was growing by 6-8percent in average per annual till 1999. But the development of tourism onlyfor the government side would be helpless. Thus there must be public privatepartnership for the development of tourism sector. Dr. Upadhyay R. P., atourism expert, has said that the main objective of tourism should be to active
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maximum social welfare, so for that we have to promote distributive justice;they must include people from the entire sector. The planning should be pro-poor, pro-country and it should serve every body (NTTR, 2006, Vol. IX, No.
38). In this scenario, Nepal tourism Board, and autonomous promotionalinstitution to develop public and private partnership for tourism development,is established in the country.
2.7.1 Dr. Tuladhar, Gynendra RatnaDr. Tuladhar, Gynendra Ratna has presented am imaginary external structurallinkage and dependency of private sector for a real term of sustainable tourismdevelopment in Nepal. He has said that if tourism is to be pushed in dynamism,a private sectors (with any appropriate name) should be chartered by thegovernment, considering four party tourism linkages with a status ofindependent, self-regulated and a strong tackled lobbying agency to thegovernment as well as the private sectors for overall betterment of tourism.
2.7.2 Similarly, Upadhaya Dr. R.P.

Upadhaya Dr. R.P. in his another article headed 'Outlook on development of
Nepalese tourism' published on NTTR, Sept 18-24, 2006, has explained the roleof NTB to develop Nepalese tourism as follows:Since the political situation is changing, NTB should focus more in thepromotion of the country, which can only be possible with the help ofstakeholders. Role of government cannot be denied and therefore it is the timefor the ministry and the line agencies to take corrective measures. They shouldbe sincere and work towards developing tourism-the only sector with benefits.Since the main objective of tourism is human welfare and prosperity, thegovernment should promote distributive justice, which can results in massparticipation. Government should sincerely work towards the promotion ofrural tourism by conducting a high level national survey and exploring newdestinations like Sirubari with receptive capacity and which is easily accessiblefrom the main tourists generating outlets.At present, Nepal is on media highlights, so this is the right time to cache. NTBinstead of going and attending promotional activities in different countries canfocus on developing the information technology (IT) section of the board bycreating attractive websites with updated news and information ondestinations of Nepal.Similarly, Nepal government is playing the role of facilitator, motivator andregulator since 9th plan (1997-2002). National tourism policy of 1995 hasemphasized/assigned the above role to the government. However, due to thefollowing reasons, the role of the government should be an incentive providertoo as in to compete with the growing competitors like India, Bhutan, Srilankaand Maldives, and also to develop and diversify the tourism products by
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creating new tourism destination and to endure the present critical situation.He concluded that proper attention will be paid towards the several naturaland cultural sites that possess great tourism potential. Sincere efforts areneeded to reduce visitor's concentration in Kathmandu and diverse tourism tolocations that hold tourism potential. To reduce visitor's concentration inlimited areas, the villages in hinterland should be linked with the maintrekking routes whenever possible. This can help spread tourism benefits.The struggle against deep routed corruption is a long-term complicated taskwhere we must constantly ring the alarm. We also must punish corruption andbuild an honest, clean and healthy tourism industry. Every level of partyorganization must strengthen supervision, administration of party cadres bydeepening the anti corruption struggle.
2.7.3 Bhandari K (2000),Bhandari K in his article 'Tourism in the New Millennium' posted on 'The
independent' has written that Nepal government attaches priority to tourismeven though this sector has not been able to receive higher share ingovernment spending due to certain other obligations in basic need areas. Amajor problem with the Nepalese private sector is that it is small, disorganizedand is limited in its capacity to raise resources and invest in the form of equity.The savings/investment rates are low. There is limited exposure tointernational trends. The culture of state intervention still prevails and isgenerally accepted.Similarly he has added that tourism considered a major component of theNepalese economy, has so far, been concentrated in a few major locations, andconfined to a few major products. We have not been able to add more places ofinterest to the tourist, so he ha claimed for need of the future action. Hissuggestions are:Despite our immense potentiality, we are unable to exploit the economicbenefits proportionate to this, due to poor infrastructure, meager investmentand irrational marketing. However, spreading tourism to new places with moreactivities is of utmost necessity, with the increase of competition among theSouth Asian countries.Various policy measures need to be initiated to attract investments in newareas with potentials. These policy measures can be introduced after detailedconsultations with the entire travel trade sector and with the mobilization ofnewly formed Nepal Tourism Board (NTB). Also this helps the Board to planmarketing of these zones in advance, which also helps in the marketing budgetof the individual private sector in those regions. There needs to be variousreforms carried out in the aviation policy so as to make favorable condition forthe airlines to open up in new sectors. The various social and tourist routes
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need to be redefined. Distinction between commercial and remote routeswithin social routes is required.Nepal Tourism Board should be very clear in its marketing strategies.Advertisements should be well connected with the events taking place in thecountry and efforts should be initiated to make documentaries and they shouldbe telecast through various international channels. Finally, a very strongresearch base will certainly help in effective planning.
2.8. Research GapThus, various studies have been undertaken mostly however, confining toenquire the economic impact. Although tourism is important for a developingcountry like Nepal, there is a dearth of literature relating to marketing andpromotion of tourism. In view of the importance of marketing and need forNepal to go for extensive promotion, the present study about the marketingstrategies taken by Nepal Tourism Board has been initiated.
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CHAPTER - THREE

3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 IntroductionResearch methodology is a systematic way to solve the research problems. Itdescribes the methods and process applied in the entire aspect of the study. Itrefers to the various sequential steps to be adopted by a researcher in studyinga problem with certain objectives in view.Research methodology is a way to solve the problem. Market research specifiesthe information requires addressing these issues, designed the methods ofcollecting information manages and implements and data collection processanalyzed the results, and communicate the findings and their implication. Inthe context of view of marketing, “marketing is the principle revenuegenerating activity while other is revenue consuming. Marketing researchdeals with production and distribution problems, marketing institutionsmarketing policies, and practices. It is better established than productionresearch partly because of not closely interwoven with technology. It coversthe issues like production, planning, development, pricing, promotion anddistribution.
3.2 Research DesignIt is the specification of methods and procedure for acquiring the informationneeded. In this study historical as well as descriptive research design isadopted on the basis of information analysis, this study suggests to the NepalTourism Board Promotion and market in future seeing present scenario. Tofulfill this purpose raw data related with different aspects are collectedthrough the questionnaire method. Thus, to evaluate and analyze the marketsituation of the tourism marketing analysis descriptive type of survey researchdesign has been followed through the study.Research methodology is the most important aspect of research work. Reliableand relevant study can be made possible only by applying scientific method.Hence the primary purpose of this chapter is to discuss and design theframework for the research. Different procedures have been followed:
3.3 Selection of Study Area/TopicAs for as study for area is concerned, the overalls marketing and promotionactivities of National tourism organization, Nepal Tourism Board was selectedas main topic of study. As Nepal Tourism Board is the main actor of marketingand promotion of Nepalese tourism, the operational model of such activitieswere studied. Mainly, how NTB is carrying out its marketing promotionalprograms in main Asian market, how is the tourist arrival from Asian nations,these aspects were studied the present tourism activities lies in regionalmarket, the study is very significant.
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3.4 Nature and source of DataThe present study has been completed mainly with the help of both primaryand secondary data, the primary data are collected through fieldworkcontaining interview and questionnaire with tourists travel trade companiesand tourism professionals, secondary data are collected from Nepal TourismBoard, MOCTCA, NRB, MOF, articles, books and other relevant reports relatedwith tourism.
3.5 Methods Used in Collection of Primary DataFor the purpose of primary data collection, field survey was conducted inMarch/April 2007. During the survey, altogether 104 respondents weresurveyed. Among them, eighty were tourists from different countries andtwenty-four were travel trade companies (trekking and tours). The survey wascompleted random sampling for tours and travel companies. Apart from thattourism professionals and experts were interviewed and there perception andopinion about present tourism scenario and marketing activities werecollected and later used while preparing recommendations. All the informationwere analyzed and presented
3.6 Tools and Techniques Used in Data AnalysisThere are several scientific technique used to fulfill the requirement of thestudy in the field. The primary data are collected during the field work throughinterview and questionnaire with different people such as tourists, toursbusiness people, tourism professional and experts.Information collected from questionnaire were transformed and tabulated.Information were grouped, sub-grouped and classified as necessary. Thesystematic analysis have been done using quantitative as well as qualitativetechniques simple statistical data tools such as percentage, weighted averageetc. have been used, table chart diagrams, pie-charts were used for thepresentation. The study is mainly descriptive and the analysis of the result isdescribed.
3.7 Data PresentationTo answer the research questions and to archive objectives information anddata collected are systematically and properly analyzed. The collectedinformation’s are concerned with the objectives of the study. After itscollection data are presented and interpreted in different headings. Purposedata has been presented clearly  in table, simple mean, percentage, chi-squaretest, diagram and pie-chart according to the nature of the data which are eitheravailable in the secondary or in the primary form.
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CHAPTER - FOUR

4.0 DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION

4.1 Introduction of Nepal Tourism Board (NTB)The Tourism development history of Nepal is very short. Before the dawn ofdemocracy in 1951 AD, the rulers of Nepal had not made any attempt todevelop tourism in Nepal. On the contrary the policy of the government wasnot let tourist enter onto Nepal except on some special cases. Similarly, effortsto earn foreign exchange earnings to accelerate development through tourismwere nil and there was no link between tourism and national economy. Inactual sense, the promotion of tourism started more or less only in thebeginning of 1960s. The then government of Nepal made attempt to thedevelopment of tourism with liberal tourism policy relatively than therebefore.After 1990, viewing the globalizing context of the world, Nepal governmentalso started to lunch different policies and programs related to tourism. In1995, an independent “Tourism Policy” was announced and in 1998 ‘visitNepal year-1998’ campaign was conducted. In such scenario thinking thepublic-private partnership for the tourism development, Nepal Tourism Board(NTB) has been set up on the date of 31st December 1998 as a national tourisminstitution under the act of parliament (NTB Highlights, 2003). The board isproviding platform for vision-drawn leadership for Nepal’s tourism section byintegrating government commitment with the dynamism of private sectortourism industries.NTB is promoting tourism in the domestic and international market and isworking towards repositioning the image of the country. It aims to regulateproduct development activities in future. Fund for NTB is collected in the formof tourist service fee from departing foreigner passengers at the TribhuvanInternational Airport (TIA) keeping it financially independent.The Board being a statutory institution has statutory duties assigned to it.Nepal government has also established a defined funding mechanism tofinance the promotional efforts of the board. The board is established to workas a professional and dynamic NTO to address the pressing need by designingspecific brand image for Nepal as a travel destination and support the same byself sustained promotional campaigns. The new tourism brand i.e. marketingslogan of Nepal is “Unleash yourself ……….Naturally Nepal, once is not enough.”
4.2 Objectives of NTBAs an independent body related to tourism NTB has some objectives to developand promote tourism in Nepal. Out of the many responsibilities entrusted toNTB, the primary objective of this institution is to market Nepal as a premierholiday destination in the International market and also to upgrade the qualityof tourism products and resources at par with the accepted internationalstandard, which of course is one of the daunting tasks.
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‘The Nepal tourism Board Act, 2053’ \has set up its objectives as following.1. To introduce Nepal in the international arena by developing it as afascinating tourist destination.2. To develop, expand and promote tourism business whilst protectingand promoting natural and cultural heritage and environment of thecountry.3. To create maximum employment opportunities by increasingnational production and foreign currency earning through thedevelopment, expansion and promotion of tourism.4. To establish Nepal’s image in a high and dignified way in theinternational tourism community by developing Nepal as a safe,reliable and attractive tourist destination.5. To conduct or cause to be conduct functional research as pernecessary for finding out ways to solve problems encountered intourism sector so as to provide qualitative services to the tourist.6. To assist in establishing and developing institution necessary fortourism development.
4.3. Roles and responsibilities of Nepal Tourism Board.NTB has been establishes with a mission to maximize the benefits of tourismby promoting Nepal as a premier holiday destination with a definite brandimage. To make the, mission fruitful, NTB has assigned some roles andresponsibilities by the NTB act 2053 as mentioned below:1. To develop and introduce Nepal as an attractive tourist destination inthe international marketplace.2. To promote the tourism industry in the country while working forthe conservation of natural, environmental and cultural resources.3. To work towards increasing the gross domestic product and foreignexchange income by means of promoting the tourism industry. Towork towards increasing employment opportunities in the sameindustry.4. To develop Nepal as a secure, dependable as well as attractive traveldestination by establishing a respectable image of Nepal ininternational travel trade community.5. To work towards providing quality service to the tourist visitingNepal.6. To study the bottlenecks against the same by means of conductingresearch and implementing and getting implemented the results ofsuch research in order to do away with these bottlenecks.7. To promote and develop institutions for the promotion of tourismindustry.
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4.4. Organizational structure of NTB.As the NTB has been established to develop tourism with public private force,its executive committee members also consists from government as well asprivate sector. To executive committee comprises of 11 members, 5 membersrepresenting Nepal government, 5 members representing the private sectorand chief executive officer (CEO) of the Board as the member secretary of theexecutive committee. The executive committee has been formed tosystematically execute and cause to be execute necessary programs and to takecare of and manage all the activities of the Board for achieving its objectives.The committee consisting chairman from government and vice-chairman fromprivate sector \ tourism entrepreneurs have following members:a) Secretary, ministry of tourism and civil aviation – chairman.b) A member selected by the Board members from among the membersnominated by private sector – vice chairmanc) Joint secretary, ministry of finance – memberd) Director General, Department of Immigration – membere) One officer, at least of graduated first class nominated by Nepalgovernment from among other ministers related with tourismdevelopment – memberf) Director General, Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal – memberg) Five Individuals nominated by Nepal government among the tourismentrepreneurs involved in tourism promotion activities and fromamong the experts on tourism, natural and cultural heritage –memberh) Chief executive officer – member.
4.5 Resource Allocation

4.5.1 Plan Wise Allocation of ResourcesThe Government of Nepal has given some place for tourism development fromthe first five years plan to the current tenth plan. The outlay allocated fortourism development has increasing trend from 1.0 million in first plan (1956-61) to 1979.0 million in tenth plan but the percentage of total out lay allocatedto tourism has fluctuating trend. It was 0.30 percent of total outlay in first plan(1956-61) and increased to 0.33 percent in second plan (1962-65). Thereafterit declined to 0.29 percent in third plan and further 0.18 percent in fifth plan. Insimilar way it increased to 1.10 percent of total tenth plan outlay.
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TABLE NO. 1

Allocation of Resource in Various Plans (Rs. in million)

Plan Period
Total
Plan

Outlay

Tourism
Outlay

Percentage share
of tourism in
total outlay

Plan wise
growth
rate of

tourism
outlayFirst plan (1956-61) 330 1.0 0.30 -Second Plan (1962-65) 600 2.0 0.33 100Third Plan (1965-70) 1740 5.0 0.29 150Fourth Plan (1970-75) 2570 5.0 0.19 0.0Fifth Plan (1975-80) 11404 20.0 0.18 300Sixth Plan (1980-85) 21750 60.0 0.28 200Seventh Plan (1985-90) 29000 74.0 0.26 24Eight Plan (1992-97) 113479 1088.0 0.96 1370Ninth Plan (1997-2002) 189580 1707 0.90 57Tenth Plan (2002-07) 178350 1979 1.10 15.93

Source: Various Development Plans, NPC, GOV. /NOn the other hand, the plan wise growth rate of tourism outlay in second planwas 100 percent i.e. in second plan, there was double amount of tourism outlayin comparison to the first plan. But the highest growth rate of tourism outlaywas in Eight Five Year Plan with 1370 percent increase in tourism outlay incomparison to the previous plan period. Now, in current Tenth Five Year Planthe share of tourism outlay is 1979.0 million rupees which is 1.10 percent oftotal tenth plan outlay. But in the current condition it is very necessary toimprove this share further to develop the tourism sector for the larges benefitsin the economy.
4.6 Tourist Inflow in NepalOnly from initiation the First Plan (1956-61) the government started to investin tourism sector and only after that period the inflow of tourists started toincrease.This shows that the investment in this sector has positive impact on touristarrival as well as economic development of Nepal through increasing tourismactivities and foreign exchange earnings.
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TABLE NO. 2

Tourist Arrivals and Average Length of Stay (1985-2010)

Year Total No.
Of Tourist

Arrival
Growth Rate

Average Length
of Stay1987 180989 - 11.31988 223331 23.39 11.161989 248080 11.08 11.981990 265943 7.2 121991 239945 -9.78 121992 254885 6.23 121993 292995 15 9.251994 334353 14.1 10.141995 293567 -12.2 11.941996 326531 11.2 101997 363395 11.3 11.271998 393613 8.3 13.51999 421857 7.2 10.492000 463684 9.9 10.762001 491504 6 12.282002 463646 -5.7 11.882003 361237 -22.1 11.932004 372468 -23.7 7.922005 338132 22.7 9.62006 385297 13.9 13.522007 375398 -2.6 9.092008 383926 2.3 10.202009 425277 10 11.962010 546591 28.53 11.78

Source: Economic Survey-1995 and Nepal Tourism Statistics 2010.The growth rate of tourist arrival is positive in all the years except in 1991,1995, 2002, 2003, 2004 and 2007 due to various causes including terrorism.The total arrivals increased to 372468 in 2004 while in 1992 it was only254885. There was rapid arrival growth till the year 1994. In 1995 it decreasedby -12.20 percent and reached 293567 numbers. After the year 1995 itincreased but with low growth ratio. After the tourism promotional program'visit Nepal 1998', the tourist arrival growth rate increased to 8.3 percent in2000 with 491504 number of tourist. After this, the tourism sector faced acritical condition. In the year 2003, 2003, and 2004 the arrival largelydecreased with -5.7 percent, and -23.7 percent respectively. But after the year2004, there was positive sign in this sector with growth rate 22.7 percent in2005 and 13.9 percent in 2006 and 2007 is not good for tourism static due toextreme level of internal conflict the arrival decrease by -2.6 percent andaverage length of stay also decrease from  13.51 to 9.09, year 2008 and 2009
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there ware positive ray in tourism sector by increasing in arrival by 2.3 percentand 37.2 percent and latest year 2010 is able to achieve year 2009's ray so it isincrease by 28.53 percent.

CHART NO.1
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Total No. of Tourist ArrivalSimilarly the table represents annual average length of stay of tourists, whichfluctuate between 9 and 13 days. In 1987 average length of stay was 11.30days which gradually increased up to 12.00 days in 1992. After this in 1993 itrecorded only 9.25 days. But in 1998 it increased to 13.50 days. Similarly, withsuch fluctuating tread the average length of stay in 2004 recorded 7.92 dayswith 23.7 percent decrease in tourists' arrival in comparison to the previousyear. But with the help of DNC it increased to 9.60 days in 2005 and 13.52 daysin 2006, which is also the highest record till now. Year 2007 has averagegrowth rate in tourist arrival is negative and length of stay is 9.09. Year 2008and 2009 is good for tourism statistic in year 2008 average growth rate intourist arrival is 2.3 percent and length of stay is 10.20 days, year 2009 touristarrival percentage dramatically increased 2.3 percent to 10 percent, but in theyear 2010 average tourist arrival growth rate is increased to 28.53 percent andaverage length of stay is slightly decreased. It can be observed that the averagelength of stay between the years 1986 to 2007 is 11.16 days.There is close relationship between the length of stay of tourist and economicbenefit to the country. Similarly the foreign exchange earnings also dependupon how long tourists stay in Nepal. The length of stay depends on the
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attraction of our diversified cultural, natural heritages, tourism sites andaccommodation provided to them during their stay. For this there should be animprovement on the facilities such as transportation, communication, visaregulation, diversified tourist package etc. should be explored and developed.

TABLE NO. 3
4.6.1 Tourist Arrival by Purpose of Visit from Major Nationalities, year

2010

Nationality Holidays
Trekking/

Mountainee
ring

Business Pilgrimage Official conference Rafting Others
Not

Specified
Total

Australia 4455 3717 363 800 846 96 40 3325 216 13858Austria 1095 1019 92 137 139 26 5 721 308 3542Canada 2862 1611 245 457 545 59 6 2121 228 8134Denmark 1037 908 150 150 237 19 9 1165 174 3849France 7503 7348 317 771 458 49 32 4616 1313 22407Germany 4873 6352 577 651 672 280 12 4016 1123 18556India 23552 921 8869 6210 15244 3048 11 22504 10820 91179Italy 3025 1985 195 140 388 31 5 1653 494 7916Japan 10977 4091 1128 670 2428 112 2 3301 674 23383Netherland 2954 3130 232 1102 479 23 9 2617 354 10900Spain 5173 2806 262 507 212 23 55 3617 1305 13960Switzerland 1352 1574 138 216 347 32 3 1325 302 5289Srilanka 5107 18894 567 9300 898 205 0 2856 90 37917U.S.A. 11083 4035 1356 1200 3065 187 15 7997 1313 0U.K. 11879 7071 1034 1195 2872 174 18 7586 1797 30251Others 51255 39360 7514 21640 14214 2574 65 31085 9018 33626Total 148182 104822 23039 45146 43044 6938 287 100505 29529 176725
Source: Nepal Tourism Statistics 2002 and 2010, MOCTCA.The table 1.4 shows the tourist arrival by the purpose of visit from majorNationalities in 2010. The arrival also represents the interest of nationals ofthese countries such as the Australians have the interest in holiday/pleasure,trekking and Mountaineering. Similarly the national of Austria, Canada, France,Germany etc are interested in holiday pleasure, trekking and Mountaineering.Regarding the interest, other countries, especially Asian, have focused onpilgrimage and others as well as holiday pleasure and trekking &Mountaineering. Thus the marketing of NTB has to be different in differentcountries on the basis of their interest. The data have shown that differentnational has different types of purpose or motives to visit Nepal. TheSrilankans are mainly used to visit Nepal with the pilgrimage purpose.Similarly, Spanish give importance on holiday pleasure so the marketingobjective should be different in different countries to increase tourist arrivaland their length of stay.
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TABLE NO 4

4.6.2 Average Length of stay

Nationality
No.

Tourist's
Days

Number of
Departure with

specified length of
stay

Same Day
Visitors

Average
Length of

StayAustralia 278697 13608 371 20.48Austria 61578 3711 70 16.59Canada 158524 8263 284 19.18Denmark 66397 3930 70 16.89France 364000 22401 663 16.25Germany 340674 19285 528 17.67India 639456 92710 - 6.90Italy 106284 8283 141 12.83Japan 223786 22220 1052 10.07Netherlands 175830 10214 857 17.21Spain 138526 13377 458 10.36Switzerland 97104 5281 176 18.39Sri Lanka 72597 16902 20409 4.30U.K. 520522 32959 1045 15.79U.S.A. 427757 29610 685 14.45Others 1854052 165349 17415 11.21Not Stated 77504 7544 - 10.27Total 5603318 475647 44224 11.78Source:Nepal tourism statistic 2010/MOCTCA
4.7 Marketing Tools used by NTB for Destination Promotion:Since its inception in 2000, NTB has been using different strategies in order topromote ‘Nepal’ as an attractive tourism destination. It has been using variousmarketing tools so as to compete with other competitors in global tourismmarket. Based on its annual operational plans which are prepared annually.Nepal Tourism Board uses following marketing tools for destinationmarketing:I. Participation in Travel Trade Fair.II. Advertisement/Sales and Promotion Campaign.III. Familiarization (FAM) Trips.IV. Publicity Materials Publications.V. Press Conferences.
I. Participation in Travel Trade FairNTB has been participating jointly with private travel trade industry partnersin different Travel Fairs organized in different countries. Travel Trade Fairs areimportant platform for NTOs and travel industries for direct approach to
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consumers. Though regarded it as conventional marketing tool, it has beenreally important to use such Travel Trade Fairs to position Nepal as adestination among potential and existing FITs and tour agents.
II. Advertisement/Sales Mission/Promotion CampaignVery often NTB launches tourism promotional campaigns and sales missions inmajor tourism market along with tourism organization like TAAN, NATTA,NATO as well as with private travel companies, annually 2/3 sales mission arecarried out by NTB in main tourism markets.
III. Familiarization (FAM) TripsRegarded as most cost effective tool of promotion Familiarization Trips have asignificant role in Nepalese tourism marketing. As NTB has very limited andsmall budget for marketing as compared to competitors, inviting internationalmedia persons for covering destination publicity is very much effective. Agroup of media persons (electronic and print media), travel writers are chosenfrom major markets and are invited to Nepal where they are taken to differentplaces of tourism attractions in co-operation with different airlines, hotels andtravel companies. Later, they make destination coverage in the form of news,articles, video-audio travel program and circulate or broadcast in differentmeans of media in their country. It gives wide coverage and publicity ofNepalese tourism attraction in those markets.
IV. Press ConferencesIt is very important to have good media relations while promotingdestinations. So, NTB organizes press conferences of different media and toursoperators in major tourism markets. It specially takes place before the salesmission and promotion campaign. Press conferences are jointly organized withMOCTCA. Tourism Organization and Tourism industry partners.
v. Publication of Publicity Material and WebsiteInformation and communication is very important for visitors about thedestinations where they are traveling. So, NTB has been producing differentkinds of publicity materials both print and electronic. Brochures, Leaflets,Booklets, Maps are in printed form where as CD Rom, DVD, VCD, Videos,Promos are of electronic versions. A website www.welcomenepal.com is thereas a means of world wide wave publicity which is very effective andindispensable in e-marketing.
VI. Brand promotion:New tourism brand with the slogan 'Unleash yourself', tagline 'Naturally

Nepal' and sub tag-line 'Once is not enough' was introduced by Nepal TourismBoard (NTB) in early 2006.With a lot of consumer research and tradeconsultation process the brand was being introduced. The basic thrust of brand
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development was to develop BRAND NEPAL as an international touristdestination and regain consumer confidence in the international market byconcentration on marketing the experiential product clusters.'Naturally
Nepal' is a simple expression that repackages brand Nepal in a positive light.
'Once is not enough' not only accurately captures the tourists' emotions at theairport's departure gate but also serves as a decision making tool that enablesh Nepali tourist industry-individually and collectively to focus on customerretention rather than acquisition.
4.8 Marketing Budget Allocation by NTB (2010)The programs and activities of F/Y 2010 have been formulated in accordanceto the need and requirement to fulfill the goals and objectives set by the NTB,the suggestions of private sectors and other partners of tourism. the basicframework of the budget was presented to the tourism stakeholders and theirfeedback has been incorporated in the budget.The total expenditure for the F/Y 2010 is estimated to be Rs. 234 million. theadministrative and capital costs are estimated at Rs. 42.1 million, PublicRelation and Publicity related expenditure at Rs. 42.5 million, TourismMarketing and Promotion expenditure at Rs. 72.5 million, TP and RDexpenditure at Rs. 44.5 million, Research, Planning and Monitoring (RP & M)expenditure at Rs. 9.5 million. The budget of Rs. 6.5 million has also beenallocated for programs and activities to be implemented through regionaloffice of Nepal Tourism Board in Pokhara.
4.9 Tourism Marketing and PromotionThe major responsibility of Tourism marketing and Promotion Department isto plan and implement the integrated programme of international marketingand promotion. The Department also coordinates with other Departments ofNTB such as public relation and publicity, Tourism Product and ResourcesDevelopment, Research, Monitoring and planning and Corporate services toeffectively plan the marketing strategy and programs. The major promotionalactivities include participation travel trade exhibition/marts, organizing Salesmissions/Road show, Media and Tour Operators Meet Press Meet etc, jointpromotions with stakeholders in major generating and upcoming markets.The goal of NTB's marketing and promotional programs basically lies inenhancing visitors' number and increasing their average length of stay andspends in Nepal. With the growing realization for focused and targetedmarketing for better results, NTB has been making certain strategic shifts in itsmarketing approaches since last couple of years. Significance of the marketsselected and targeted is made basically in relation to the travel trend patternsof the major generating markets and to the visible returns from those marketsand to the visible returns from those markets vis a vis marketing in vestment.
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4.9.1 Long Term Objective1. 1. To expand the overall volume and value international markets oftourism for Nepal by   concentrating inherent product strengths, airaccessibility and other competititive areas2. 2. To position Nepal as a holiday destination for weekend  breaks,lifetime experiences and amazing adventures with special interestproduct comprising of nature , culture and adventure.3. 3. To improve the spatial distribution of visitors across the countryat the same time addressing the seasonality issue and to foster thegrowth of new tourism areas.4. 4. To increase the average length of stay as well as the spend  of theinternational visitors.
4.9.2 Short term objective1. Communicate effective with the markets to rebuild destination image2. Continue working on Confidence Building Measures.3. Position/ establish destination Brand in all international markets4. Focus promoting Niche tourism products and sustainable tourismproducts5. Liaise with the concerned authorities and stakeholders to increaseAir Accessibility/ Charter flights, air seats capacity6. Increase interaction / network with the international travel tradeand widen the database of Nepal Selling Tour Operators in majormarkets7. Engage into direct promotion for consumers8. Launch new promotional campaigns such as Visit Pokhara Year, VisitNepal Year, send home a friend, etc
4.9.3 Strategies:1. Marketing Strategy will emphasize promoting the three majorsegments of Nepal Tourism Brand: a) Weekend Breaks  b) Amazingadventures c) Lifetime experience2. Based on the volume generated/tourist potential the markets will besegmented into Conventional, Neighboring, Emerging and Newmarkets3. Develop marketing partnership with Online Carriers, Tour Operatorsand Corporate Houses form all primary and secondary markets.4. Strategic partnership with associations, marketing bodies, regionaltourism wings and other famous.5. Help attract major international events to Nepal for further growth ofNepalese tourism.6. Develop strategic promotions for emerging potential markets.7. Establish strong network in major tourist generating markets bydirect physical representation.
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4.9.4 Programs /Activities

Participation in International Travel and Tourism Fairs / Marts in
major generating markets:NTB will organize its participation in international Travel Trade Fairs / Martsin partnership with Nepalese private travel trade sector in the conventional,neighboring, emerging and new markets. NTB will focus its participation inmega international travel tourism fairs: ITB-Berlin, JATA-Tokyo, CITM-China,TTF- India, MITF-Malaysia, MATKA-Finland, KOTFA-S.Korea and Fair: WTM-London. NTB will collaborates with Nepalese Tourism Associations toparticipate in the tourism Associations to participate in the tourism faire like:FITUR-Spain and BIT-Italy NTB will also focus on optimizing the trade andmass media (both print and electronic) contacts during fairs so as to portrayNepal as a premier holiday destination internationally.

Target Group:International Travel Trade professionals keen to sell Nepal, potential Travelersto Nepal-Consumers, Airlines industry and media professionals etc.
4.10 Profile of Tourism Source Markets of Nepal

4.10.1 European MarketIn line with the global trend, Europe fared much better than expected in 2008,4.9 percent against an initial 3.25 percent forecast with total accounting 486million tourists. This increase is impressive as it is an additional 23.5 millionarrivals. Majority of European countries have an advanced economy, whichcombines high income per head with a fairly even income distribution.Nepal received 1,43,630 tourists from Western European and 16,754 fromEastern Europe in 2008 which represents 26.75 percent and 3.25 percent ofincrement respectively over the same period previous year. In 2008,Uk was thebiggest European source market with 32,767 tourists followed byGermany(21,323), France (20,895), Spain(15,872),Italy(11,545) and theNetherlands (10,695).Most of the Italian and Spanish tourists visit Nepalduring the lean season.Europeans have huge interest in adventure, culture, nature and heritage. Theyendorse Nepal as a destination for Adventure Holidays and Life timeExperiences. There are also special interest visitors whose range fromhorticulture to yoga.Half of the tourist traffic Nepal receives is from Europe who stay for more than15 days and spend an average of US$53 per day. Hence, in terms of averagelength of stay and average spend the Europe market is very significant forNepal.
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Through there are no longer direct flights from European cities to Nepal, GulfAir, Qatar Airways, Etihad Airways have excellent network of connection withEurope via Middle East cities. In addition, Jet Airways, Air India, BimanBangladesh, Srilanka Air, Silk Air, Dragon Air and Thai Airways also offer goodconnection.
4.10.2 Neighboring Market

A) China:Population: 1.3 billionOutbound: 40.9 billionEconomic Growth Rate: 11.40 percentMajor Tourist Generating Regions: Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou,Shenzhen, Chengdu, Hangzhou, Xian, Wuhan, Changqing, Nanjingetc.Top preferred destination: Hongkong, Macau, Japan, Korea, Russia,Thailand, USA, Vietnam, Singapore, Malaysia etc.Visitors to Nepal in F/Y 2065/66: 14825Target Growth Rate in F/Y 2066/67: 10 percentTarget visitors in F/Y 2066/67: 16307People's Republic of China jumped from 36.33 million annual overseas visitorsto 40.25 million in 2009. Strong domestic demand and robust double digiteconomic growth are attributed for this phenomenal growth. The UNWTO haspredicted that the market will continue to grow and 100 million Chinesevisitors will be globetroing by 20020.
Overall marketing objectives for China:1. To build awareness about Nepal as a value for money tourismdestination2. To encourage increased access to Nepal from china (principallyincreased access from Hong Kong and Shanghai and opening updirect access from Beijing).3. To foster marketing partnership with carriers and china based travelagencies serving the market and support joint activity
Short term action for China:1. To attain the CITM travel trade fair2. To continue building of Nepal’s profile in china, particularly amongstthe travel trade3. To invite press familiarization visits in partnership with chinasouthern and NAC4. To introduce an e-newsletter for Chinese travel trade5. To position new tourism brand in the market
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B) India Population: 1.12 billionOutbound: 8 millionEconomic Growth Rate: 9.2 percentMajor Tourist Generating Regions: Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata,Banglore etc.Top Preferred Destination: Singapore, Europe, UK, USA, The FarEast, Malaysia, Dubai, Australia etc.Visitors to Nepal in : 90,106Target Growth Rate in F/Y 2066/67: 1 percentTarget Visitors in F/Y 2066/67: 95000India's economic is the 12th largest in the world measured in nominal USdollars, but raises to fourth largest when measured at purchasing power parityexchange rates. The large public sector co-exists with a sizeable and diversifiedprivate sector.With Growing disposable incomes, increasing number of Indians are travelingabroad for leisure and/or business. Asian countries are their most populardestinations. According to recent survey, Malaysia displaced Australia amonglast year preferred by Indian travelers.Nepal is the most popular country in the case of pilgrim travelers of India.
The Board’s long term objectives in India are:1. To build awareness on Nepal as a convenient easily, accessible,familiar, beautiful, welcoming and value for money for money leisuretourism destination with a pleasant climate.2. To substantially improve air access from India and champion thedevelopment of low cost, frequent service shuttle air corridorbetween Delhi and Katmandu.3. To build up a network of trained Nepal specialists tour operators inIndia who will actively market Nepal's products4. To promote Nepal as a key destination for pilgrimage plus leisureand build relationship with specialists tour operators offering eitherBuddhist or Hindu packages5. To stimulate group business through specialists tour operators(Casinos, soft adventure, sport, well being, MICE)6. To target overseas long stay FIT visitors in India or planning to visitIndia and stimulate them to include Nepal, especially NRIs7. To develop a Nepal destination website (not the NTB website) andtarget India’s rapidly growing PC user base
Short Term Action for India:1. To target a 20% growth in Indian arrivals.2. To open a new NTB office in India to affectively top the market andlaunch an India focused campaign
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3. To mount a high profile campaign through journalists awarenessvisits4. To continue to promote pilgrimage plus leisure packages expandingthe range of holidays options made available and to expand thenumber of partners involved, both in Nepal (product suppliers) andIndia (specialists tour operators and carriers)5. To plan and launch a travel agents, online training scheme, so as tocreate a network of Nepal specialist travel agents in India, and runfamiliarization to Nepal with those agents who complete the coursein partnership with airlines partners6. To mount a small but focused poster hoarding campaign advertisingNepal at key sites likely to be visited by overseas tourists to India

C) SrilankaPopulation: 19.92 millionEconomic Growth Rate: 6.3 percentMajor Tourist Generating Regions: ColomboVisitors to Nepal in F/Y 2065/66: 1372Target Growth Rate in F/Y 2066/67: 27 percentTarget Visitors in F/Y2066/67: 1510With its large Buddhist population, Srilanka market has remained a potentialtourist generating market for Nepal which can be developed into a volumemarket. Although Nepal is not directly connected with Srilanka by air, it is stillreceiving a good number of Srilanka visitors via land route, predominantlySrilanka Buddhist pilgrims visiting Lumbini.
D) Bangladesh:Population: 159 millionEconomic Growth Rate: 7 percentVisitors to Nepal in F/Y 2065/66: 9607Target Growth Rate in F/Y 2066/67:40 percentTarget Visitors in F/Y 2066/67: 13449With economic growth rate averaging 7 percent and direct trade link withBangladesh and air connection between Nepal and Bangladesh Nepal has takengreat ambition with Bangladesh in the numbers of visitors for F/Y 2066/67.
4.10.3 Emerging and New Market (South East Asia)NTB has been targeting South East Asia as emerging market with long termpotential. Direct connectivity from these sectors to the capital has kept thesteady growth of passengers growing from this region. The economic growth ofthese countries has been highly encouraging for the past decade. Though year2009 witnessed a nominal growth in the arrivals, arrivals from these emergingmarkets have shown a tremendous improvement when compared to the figureof last three years.
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South East Asia enjoys the benefit of having direct and regular connectivity toand from the respective capitals. With progressive economy, product appealand good accessibility, the South East Asian market is likely to become animportant value market for Nepal in next few years. Considering the increasein arrival especially from Thailand and Singapore, a much stronger growth isexpected from this region.In addition, commencement of skill Air to connect directly to Singapore isdefinitely going to enhance the tourist flow from this region.A nominal growth of 1 percent in tourist arrivals from both Malaysia andThailand and 15 percent from Singapore is expected in fiscal year 2066/67.

A) Japan:Population: 26 millionOutland: 17.5 millionEconomic Growth Rate: 2.1 percentMajor Tourist Generating Areas: Tokyo, Osaka, Chiba, Nara etc.Top Preferred Destinations: China, Korea, Hawaii, US mainland,HongkongVisitors to Nepal in F/Y 2065/66: 20579Target Growth Rate in F/Y 2066/67: 1 percentTarget Visitors in F/Y 2066/67: 20785Over 17 million overseas holidays are taken annually in Japan and this isexpected to reach 20 million by 2010 according to Japanese Association ofTravel Agent. Japanese visitor arrivals to Nepal in 2008 increased by more than21 percent. For the past several years, Japan stands as one of the primary valuemarkets for Nepal.There has been increasing demand for adventure travel to Nepal as well astravel by Buddhist pilgrim segments. Besides, Nature, adventure and cultureare the key interest trigger for Japanese to visit Nepal. Promotional tools likeparticipation at travel fare, hosting of farm Trips to the media and travel tradewill be used to enhance the image of Nepal amongst the Japanese visitors whobelieve in 'safety first' maximum while traveling.Due to Nepal Airlines pull out from Kathmandu. Osaka sector, the chances ofsubstantial increment in tourist arrivals are low in the current fiscal year.Australia represents the value market for Nepal. More than 5.4 millionAustralians traveled out of the country in 2008 making it a substantial share tothe Asian tourist inbound movement.
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TABLE NO.5Tourist arrival from Japan

Year No. % of Total Tourist
Arrival2001 38893 7.912002 41070 8.862003 28830 7.982004 23223 6.232005 27412 8.112006 24231 6.292007 18239 4.862008 22242 5.792009 25058 6.362010 28783 5.27According to above mentioned one decade table, Japan is playing vital role inour tourism market but, promotional activities are not satisfied because afteryear 2002 A. D. portion of Japanese tourist is degrading respectively in totalportion of tourist arrival. In year 2001 total tourist arrival from Japan is 38893and portion of total tourist arrival is 7.91 percent. Year 2002 has the highestrecord of tourist arrival from Japan to Nepal which is 41070 and portion oftotal tourist arrival from Japan is 8.86 percent.  Than years 2003, 2004 and2005 have almost equal rate of total tourist arrival from Japan. After 2006tourist arrival from Japan is fluctuation in number and portion of Japanesetourists arrival is degrading in 2010.We can present above data in figure hence.

CHART NO. 2: TOURIST ARRIVALS FROM JAPAN
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Overall Marketing Objectives for Japan

• To create awareness of Nepal as a culturally rich destinationsuitable for especial interest, groups educational groups and retiredpeople to visit
• To create awareness of trekking in Nepal amongst educational andactive retired groups
• To assist selected specialists tour operators in Japan who willactively market Nepal’s product through agents, familiarizationvisits
• To improve access from Japan, including linkages via china
• To stimulate repeat visitation

Short Term Actions for Japan
• To identify key Japanese tour companies and special tour andseminars groups who will respond to Nepal’s product offer
• To organize selected journalists familiarization and tour operatorsfamiliarization visits to Nepal, in partnership with both NAC andThai airways
• To make the most of JATA world tourism congress and travel fair2008 to highlight the unique cultural and natural products of Nepal

B) Thailand:Population: 64 millionEconomic Growth Rate: 4.8 percentTop preferred destination: Malaysia, Laos, China, Singapore,Hong KongVisitors to Nepal in F/Y 2065/66: 5109Target Growth Rate in F/Y 2066/67: 1 percentTarget Visitors in F/Y 2066/67: 5161
Economic growth is forecasted to grow from 4.5 percent to 5.5 percent in2010. The increase in global oil prices which is leading to a correspondingincrease in food prices and cost of living will have negative impact on thepurchasing power of the Thais.China, South Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, Australia, Lao PDR and Hong Kong areamong the most preferred destinations for the Thais. Of late, destinations likeSwitzerland, Japan and New Zealand are vying to get the share of growing Thaioutbound with attractive travel packages for the Thais.Nepal observed 46 percent growth in the Thai visitors in 2009 in comparisonin 2008. Kathmandu is well connected with Bangkok by Nepal Airlines andThai Airways International; making Nepal an easily accessible destination forthe third country as well Lumbini and Janakpur are particularly appealing tothe Thai travelers.
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Table No.6Tourist arrival from Thailand

Year No. % of total tourist
arrival2004 5166 1.392005 11129 3.292006 14684 3.812007 13508 3.602008 14332 3.732009 18689 4.392010 20986 4.02According to above mentioned table, we can analyze the tourist arrival fromThailand to Nepal, since year 2004 to 2010. In year 2004 total tourist arrivalfrom Thailand is 5166 and it is the portion of total tourist arrival's only 1.39percent. Year 2005 total tourist arrival from Thailand is dramatically increasedwhich is 11129 and its 3.29 percent of total tourist arrival. Since year 2006,2007 and 2008 has about equal percentage of total tourist arrival and numberis 14684, 13508 and14332 respectively. In year 2009 total tourist arrival fromThailand is 18698. Year 2010 is slightly decreased than previous year which is20986 and coverage of total tourist arrival is only 4.02 percent.We can present above data in chart 3 hence.

CHART NO.3: TOURIST ARRIVALS FROM THAILAND
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According to above table we can conclude that Thailand is very emergingtourist market for Nepal.
C) South Korea:Population: 48.4millionOutbound: 8.8 millionEconomical Growth Rate: 5 percentMajor Tourist Generating Regions: Seoul, Jejune, Busan
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Visitors to Nepal in F/Y 2065/66: 13078Target Growth Rate in F/Y 2066/67: 5 percentTarget Visitors in F/Y 2066/67: 13732With 8.8 million overseas visitors per annum, Republic of Korea has emergedas an extremely promising market for Nepal. As the size and growth of theoutbound market is commensurate with the economic growth of the country,the Korean outbound is simultaneously increasing. The distinct product appealof Korean visitors, which defies the sun, sea and sand axiom could be strengthfor Nepal, which lacks all three so called vital components of the leisuretourism. Lumbini and other Buddhist population of the country.Despite economic slump, the number of Korean travelers showed 3.8 percentof growth rate in May 2010. The statistics also shows that 4 percent more menand 4.6 percent more women were present in the make up of Korean outboundtravelers. In the age groups, teens increased the most by 11 percent followedby travelers in their 20's(6.3 percent), 7.4 percent for people in thirties and 1.6percent of the over forties. These growth rates show individual travelers travelabroad.Visitors in 2010. This is largely due to Korean Air's direct flight to Nepal, whichcommenced in November 2007.

Table No.7Tourist arrival from South Korea
Year No. % of total tourist

arrival2004 8639 2.322005 13200 3.902006 10827 2.812007 10300 2.742008 12413 3.232009 19929 4.692010 21249 3.89According to above mention table South Korea is playing pivotal role in thetourism business of Nepal. Year 2004 has total tourist from South Korea 8632and portion of total tourist arrival's is 2.32 percent. In year 2005 tourist arrivalfrom Korea is highly increased than previous year by more than about 4500, inyear 2006 tourist number from South Korea is highly decrease which is about2500 and 3000 less than previous year 2005 in 2006 and 2007 respectively.And percentage portion of tourist arrival is also decrease. Since year 2008tourist arrival from Korea is in positive way which is 12413 and 19929respectively in year 2008 and 2009. Year 2010 is not good with comparison oftourist arrival in previous year 2010.
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Above mentioned statistics we can present in figure as well.

CHART NO.4: TOURIST ARRIVAL FROM SOUTH KOREA
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Long Term Objectives in the South Korean market:
• To create awareness of Nepal as a quality, value for money tourismdestination and the birthplace of Lord Buddha;
• To foster marketing partnership with all carriers serving themarket, and their partner travel agents.
• To develop a Nepal destination website (not the NTB website) inKorean mini guide.

Short Term Action in South Korea
• To facilitate visits to Nepal by journalists of the respectivecountries who can offer good coverage
• To influence the South Korean consumer and trade to visit Nepaltaking part in the Korean travel trade fair KOFTA
• To position the new tourism brand of Nepal in the South Koreanmarket.

D) MalaysiaPopulation: 27 millionEconomic Growth Rate: 6.3 millionVisitors to Nepal in F/Y 2065/66: 3861Target Growth Rate in F/Y 2066/67: 1 percentTarget Visitors in F/Y2066/67: 3900The general economic and outbound travel market remains largely unchanged;however rising inflation will leave most of the Malaysia to tighten their pursestrings and may affect outbound travel. The strengthening of the Ringgitagainst the USD has a mixed impact on travel overseas.
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The Malaysian economy is expected to grow by 6 percent this year. The successof low cost carries like Jetstar and AirAsiaX, will also give a push to theMalaysia outbound which generates more than 6 million visitors to thedestination to the destinations in Asia and Pacific region alone.Nepal observed 18.5 percent of growth in the arrivals from Malaysia in 2010.

Table No.8Tourist arrival from Malaysia
Year No. % of total tourist

arrival2004 2762 0.742005 8197 2.422006 7266 1.892007 5269 1.402008 4245 1.112009 4745 1.122010 6398 1.17According to above mentioned table, Malaysia is a good target market fortourism to us because it is highly growing and many Nepalese workers areworking there due to that many Malayan may be our tourist in the future. Inthe table year 2004 tourist arrival from Malaysia is 2762 and in year 2005 ithighly increased in figure which is 8197 and portion of total tourist arrival also0.74 percent to 2.42 percent. Year 2006 isn't good as year 2005 in this yeartourist arrival decrease by about 1000. Since year 2007 tourist arrival figure ofMalaysia is constantly decrease and average tourist arrival is also only onepercent of total tourist arrival but in the year 2010it is slightly increased andtotal tourist arrival rate reached up to 1.17.Tourist arrival from Malaysia we can present in bar diagram as well.
CHART NO.5: TOURIST ARRIVAL FROM MALYSIA
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Long Term Objectives are:

 To create awareness of Nepal as a quality, Value for moneytourism destination;
 To foster marketing partnership with all carriers serving themarket, and their partner travel agents.
 To stimulate group business through specialist tour operators(golf, casinos, pilgrimage, MICE).
 To build up a network of trained Nepal-specialist tour operatorsin Malaysia who will actively market Nepal.

Short Term Action for Malaysia
 To target Malaysian journalists of popular print & electronicmedia, in partnership with online carriers to visit Nepal so thatthey will write promotional features on specific aspects of Nepal’stourism product relevant to the Malaysian market.
 To target top travel agents and tour operators to come to Nepal in2007/08 in partnership with both online carriers.
 • To positions the new tourism brand in the Malaysian market.

E) Singapore:Population: 3.5 millionOutbound: 6 MillionEconomic Growth Rate: 7.70 percentVisitors to Nepal in F/Y 2065/66: 3383Target Growth Rate in F/Y 2066/67: 15 percentTarget Visitors in F/Y 2066/67: 3890The Singapore economy rebounded in the first quartet of 2010 following aweak final quarter of 2009. The dampening of the US economy is havingindirect impacts on profits and consumer demand. The outbound travel marketis therefore forecast to soften in response to the above and rising inflation.However, Singapore's economic growth accelerated 14.6 percent on a quarterof by quarter basis for the first quarter of 2009 as opposed to a -4.8 percentdecline in the last quarter of 2008.Travel agents report a general slowdown in outbound activities suggesting alevel of consumer caution shown as a response to the turbulent global creditconditions. Airlines including Singapore Airlines are forecasting in outboundtravel for second half of 2009 mainly driven by rising global oil price.Nepal observed 34 percent growth in the arrival figure from Singapore in 2008in comparison to the arrival in 2007. Enhanced connectivity betweenKathmandu and Singapore in the fiscal year 2066/67.
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Table No.9Tourist Arrival from Singapore

Year Number % of total tourist
arrival2004 2193 0.592005 3165 0.942006 3164 0.822007 3075 0.822008 3299 0.862009 4205 0.992010 5531 1.01According to above mentioned table we can analyze the tourist arrival to Nepalin different years. In year 2004 tourist arrival from Singapore is 2193 whichcaptured the 0.59 percent of total tourist arrival. In year 2004 it is slightlyincreased and figure is able to reach 3165, but it is not repeated in year 2005because there is one tourist less than previous tourist arrival figure. Since year2006 to year 2007 there is little bit positive change in the figure of touristarrival which is constantly increased in tourist arrival respectively in eachyear. Latest year 2010 figure of tourist arrival is 5031 and percentage capturedby Singapore in total tourist arrival is one percent.Above table gives higher chance to increase in tourist arrival from Singaporecoz we have direct air link and Singapore is a country which has higher growthrate and good market share in international market.

CHART NO.6: TOURIST ARRIVAL FROM SINGAPORE
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Table No.10

Monthly Tourist Arrival by Listed Asian country in year 2009

Country Total Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.Japan 23383 1934 2911 3394 1773 971 662 818 1453 1526 2172 3149 2620Thailand 18689 2506 3801 3081 1164 203 241 335 333 434 2364 3556 671Malaysia 5173 219 362 536 261 357 234 237 266 426 438 1071 766Singapore 4120 211 292 326 212 339 261 172 165 331 436 646 729Korea 1883 5055 2133 1904 795 825 636 1562 1185 645 1674 1129 1340
According to above mentioned data, we can analyze October, November,December, January and February is the tourist season month in the year.  Japanand Thailand are playing pivotal role in the sector of tourism business's marketshare in Nepal. In the case of Japanese tourist even in the off season month likeJuly and August Tourist inflow seems very high it may be the interest of highMountain Expedition.In the case of tourist arrival number, Japan lies in high rank which is 2338 andThailand comes in second and its 18689. Malaysia, Singapore and South Koreafall gradually. Except Japan, other listed countries are developing countries andtheir economic growth is also very high.CHART NO 7
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4.11. Analysis of Primary Data

Profile of the Respondents:The profile of the respondents who were interviewed in the course of thisstudy is presented hereunder.
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Nationality:During the study, altogether 80 tourists were interviewed and had filledquestionnaire among which following are the percentage of the nationality onthe basis of region:

Region %Europe 42.8Asia & Pacific 31.42America 11.42India 14.28
Source: Economic survey 2010

Sex:Among all the respondents 71.24% were male and 28.37% were females.
Age:The number of respondents by age group was as follows:

Age group %20-30 34.2830-55 51.4255 & above 14.28
Source: field survey 2010

Frequency of Visit:Among the respondents 60 percent were 1st time visitors and 40 percent wererepeated visitors. Among the repeated visitors, 28.57% were 2nd time visitor,50% 3rd time visitor and rest have visited Nepal more than 3 times.
Occupation of Visitors:Among the total tourists interviewed, 54.28 percent were service holder, 14.57percent were business man, 20 percent were students, and 11.42 percent wereretired and housewives.
Purpose of Visit:According to purpose of visit, following is the percentage of the respondents:

Purpose of visit No. %Pleasure & sightseeing 42 60Trekking 28 40Mountaineering 20 28.57Business 4 5.7Others 4 5.7
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Source: field survey 2010

Features of Tours:All the respondents were asked about their mode of travel, tours and placesvisited and budget spent during their visit; following are the findings about thesame; About 48.57 percent of tourists visiting Nepal came alone on self guidedtours whereas 51.42 percent tourists visited with friends and families whocame on organized tours.Similarly, among the respondents, 14.59 percent of tourists come by land viaIndia whereas 85.43 percent have used air transport to reach Nepal. Whilevisiting inside Nepal almost 90 percent tourists had used land transport fortheir convenience.
Tour Program and spending in Nepal:Regarding the tour program of the tourists, respondents who were asked aboutthe same, about 65 percent gave emphasis on sightseeing around Kathmanduand Pokhara. Likewise 40 percent of respondents enjoyed heir visit by doingtrekking in mountains whereas 28.57 percent of tourists went formountaineering expeditions.Tourists coming for official purposes preferred sightseeing of Kathmandu,Pokhara and Chitwan while tourists coming for study preferred to go fortrekking as well as sightseeing in and outside Kathmandu. Whoever in thetourists group, everyone enjoyed the cultural richness of the Kathmandu andBhaktapur city. All the respondents were asked about the spending they didduring their stay, the findings of the same is as follows;

Length of stay % Spending(US$)Less than 10 days 12.85 200-500More than 10 days 21.42 500-1000More than 30 days 15.71 1200-2500
Source: field survey 2010Most of the tourists who come from Western countries include Nepal in theirtravel package while they make iterinaries. They also visit India, Tibet, andThailand while visiting Nepal.

Analysis of visitors’ perception on services & facilities and their ratings;Regarding the services and facilities they had used during their stay in Nepal,respondents were asked about their opinion. They expressed their level ofsatisfaction as follows:
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RatingsFeature Good (%) Satisfactory (%) Unsatisfactory (%)Sightseeing tours 55 45 -Accommodation 47.5 47.5 5Shopping facilities 35 55 10Entertainment activities 45 48.75 6.25Food & drinks 41.25 58.75 -Transportation 20 61.25 18.75Tourists info offices 37.5 45 17.5Immigration facilities 21.85 52.5 26.25Airlines 27.5 55 17.5Agency Service 30 61.25 8.75

Source: field survey 2010Regarding the need for improvement, the respondents mostly emphasis oncleanliness and transportation facilities. They found polluted and litteredsoundings and transportation difficulties.Similarly, all the respondents were inquired about present safety and securitysituation, they mentioned the overall safety and security situation in thecountry is better than heard. There was no problem with security matters.However, the harassment in airport, Thamel, in bus park still exist which theysaid should be improved.
Motivating Factors and Source of Information about NepalAll the respondents were asked to assess and evaluate promotional effortsundertaken by Nepal to develop tourism on the basis of views and expressionsof the visitors.
Source of InformationRespondents when asked about the factors that influenced them to visit Nepal,as a response, 50 percent of tourists said that their friends and relatives weremain source of information which led them to visit Nepal.Likewise 15 percent tourists mentioned that their experience of prior visit hadinspired them to visit Nepal again. 12.5 percent of tourists said that websiterelated with Nepalese tourism was the main source of information to visitNepal. Another 12.5 percent of tourist mentioned that they got informationabout Nepal from guide books and magazines and inspired to visit Nepal. 10percent respondents said they got idea of visiting Nepal from travel agents andtour companies.
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Publicity MaterialAmong the respondents when asked about whether they have seen tourismpublicity material on Nepal only 42.5 percent said that they have seen it, butmost of them had gone through this promoting material only after enteringNepal. Among them 57.5 percent mentioned the publicity material was goodand 42.5 percent said it was satisfactory.
4.12. Major findingsa) Tourism companies, tourists, tourism experts had expressed mixedresponses toward current situation of Nepalese tourism. They wereasked about tourism assets and attractions, product qualities andfeatures, promotion and publicity, marketing efforts of NTB.b) Tourists coming from different countries expressed satisfaction towardthe Nepalese tourism product attractions Nepal’s tourism is widelyknown for pleasure and sightseeing. Adventure tourism is popularamong the tourists. Nature and wild lives holds another majorattraction. The facilities and services that are available in tourismmarkets are satisfactory for tourists. Whereas facilities liketransportation and airlines services needs serious concern forimprovement.c) Most of tourists who visit Nepal get information from their friends andrelatives. The publicity of ‘word of mouth’ is widely used. Theinformation through media and publicity material is less. There shouldbe extensive promotion through various means. There is need forprofessional marketing efforts needed to target different segments inorder to enhance promotion. There are problems in environment asperceived by tourists which is very important to be addressed. Measuresfor environment conservation and pollution control should be taken.d) As far as marketing efforts of government/NTB is concerned, the privatesector and tourism professionals are not satisfied with marketing effortsinitiated by government. NTB’s role is very crucial in promotion oftourism but it has many constraints. However, NTB is doing its best byoptimum utilizing its resources. The time is very important thatgovernment needs to take active role in marketing by consideringtourism industry as major contributor in national economy. Appropriatepolicy and strategies should be formulated in national level to addresstourism industry.e) To sum up, Nepalese tourism industry in the country is not so poor asperceived by organization. However, it needs to be promoted by makingeffective marketing and promotional strategies. Target market should begiven more importance. The regional tourism promotion would givehigher benefit. So, market like India, China and East Asia should be
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focused for promotion. The problems and weakness should beaddressed efficiently and Nepal’s tourism potentials should be exploredand exploited by designing appropriate strategies and program withvisionary approaches and its practical implications.f) Nepal is the destination for the tourist due to the preservation ofculture and natural environment, improvement of international airconnection with different countries and peace and stability.g) For the promotion of tourism, many factors like airlines, transportationfacilities , international publicity has played the vital role.h) Uniqueness of the tourism product and its location are mostimportant factors for the promotion of tourism market.i) Poor presentation of product and lack of competitiveness of tourismproducts are major weakness.j) Government has played the role of promoter to promote the countryas a tourist destination through international fair/exhibition throughNTO, publicity, destination promotion and organizing special events.k) In international tourism market Nepal is positioned as adventuretourism destination, culture tourism destination, pleasured tourismbased industry and nature tourism destination.l) NTB as public private institution is promoting Nepal by various means.As global competition is very strong, National Tourism Organization isapplying are measures to cope up with that competition among thevarious constraints. Though its marketing efforts are not highlysatisfactory, it is somehow able to position Nepal as tourism destinationinternational market
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Chapter-Five

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 SummaryNepal, though a small in territory, it is well known as land of mighty mountainswith iconic Mt. Everest. Endowed with beautiful landscapes, natural beautiesand cultural attractions, Nepal is famous destination for international travelersthrough tourism started only after sixties. Nepal within two decades becamesuccessful to have its significant position in world tourism scenario. Tourism inNepal became a strong contributor in national economy after it boomed ineighties. It has become important foreign export being major source of foreignexchange. Apart from this, it has been contributing in creating direct andindirect employment opportunities.Realizing the importance of tourism sector to uplift national economy, Nepalgovernment has formulated various policies, plans and strategies to developtourism as sustainable industry. Tourism master plan 1972 was an importantstep in policy formulation Nepal Tourism Board (NTB) was established in 1999with the principle of public private partnership approach. Since then, NTB hasbeen marketing ‘Nepal’ as an enchanting holiday destination in world tourismmarket. It has adopted various strategies and undertaken different activities inorder to promote Nepal as a must visit destination.Within its eight yrs time, NTB has gone through very tough time. It was verychallenging time to undertake its marketing and promotional activities amidstgrowing competition in international tourism market. The internal insurgencywas completely unfavorable for international visitors. Country has experienceda sharp decline in tourist arrival. The concept of regional tourism is beingdeveloping. Country like India, China, and Malaysia are benefiting by flow oftourist from major Asian countries itself. So, keeping this view as veryimportant, this study is being proposed in order to analyze the marketing andpromotional activities carried out by NTB in there regional Asian markets.Similarly, the objective of this study is also to recommend suitable strategies topromote ‘Nepal’ in major Asian Markets.Tourism related data are collected from primary as well as secondary sources.Tourists, tourism companies and NTB are the major sources of primary data.Questionnaire are designed to receive the responses of tourists and tourismentrepreneurs regarding tourism marketing activities, tourists preferences andneeds etc.A thoroughly reviewed previous literature related with tourism has givenguidelines to carry out this study in more relevant way with respect to tourismpractices by tourism organization both private and public.The marketing and promotional activities functioned by NTB is analyzed since1999. The tourist arrival trend is analyzed with special focus on arrival oftourists from major Asian markets.
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5.2 ConclusionNepal has greater potentialities in tourism. Tourism has been established aspromising industry, which is the important contributor to national economy.Tourism has greater role in Nepal to provide direct and indirect employmentopportunities to major chunk of people living in urban and major touristiccities. In the more recent days, it is regarded as driving tool to alleviate ruralpoverty by involving rural people in direct and indirect tourism businesses.As far as Nepalese tourism marketing is concerned, the word of mouthpublicity had played very important role. Natural and cultural attractions arethe comparative advantages of Nepalese tourism. Keeping in view, the need ofpublic private partnership in marketing and promotion of Nepalese tourism,Nepal Tourism Board was established. With important coordination andsupport of private travel trade sector, NTB has been marketing Nepal as animportant destination in the global tourism market. It is very important to notehere that with a very limited budget fro marketing and promotion, it is verytough to compete with other tourism destinations of the world like India,Thailand, and Malaysia etc.The recent global tourism trend has shown that the share of regional tourism isvery important and encouraging. This concept is more important for countrylike Nepal. Owing to budget constraints to carry out marketing programs inEuropean market, NTB is focusing its marketing and promotional activities inmajor Asian markets. India, Japan, Thailand are important tourists market forNepal. Like wise, there is greater potential in China, Bangladesh, Sri-lanka. So,NTB has been organizing different marketing programs like travel trade shows,Familiarization trip to media and travel agents, press conferences and foodfestivals in order to attract more visitors from those countries. In order to woevisitors from neighboring countries, Nepal has waived visa for national ofSouth Asia and provided parity for entry to National parks and historical sites.It is also worth recalling here that all the 15 International Airlines flying intoKathmandu are connecting Nepal with various parts of Asia like India, China,Pakistan, Bangladesh, Middle-east and various countries of South-east Asia.Though national flag carrier is in ailing condition, new foreign airlines areinterested to fly to Nepal, which has created a good hope for future. Recenttrends of tourists' arrival from these countries are also encouraging. A numberof 2, 30,828 tourists from Asian countries have visited Nepal in the year 2005which is 60% of total tourists arrivals.There is need of close coordination between private sector and NTB. NTBshould formulate new and cost effective marketing action plans. Promotionalprograms for adventure-tourism, pilgrimage-tourism, eco-tourism, MICE-tourism should be carried out in Niche markets by developing specialpackages. Though the landing fees, parking fees, navigation fee and handlingcharges and aviation fuels are costing dear, though there are conflicts,environmental hazards and high competition amongst inbound destination,
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Nepal's unique attraction has been a great asset for visitors from across thecontinents.With this prospect in perspective, if proper policy guidelines are streamlinedand a strong network and cooperation is built on Public-Private partnershipapproach, the future of regional tourism is high on the agenda and the prospectof the regional tourism is sure to gather momentum in the case of Nepal as ithas been in Europe and America.
5.3 Recommendationsi. The recent travel trend in the area of pilgrimage, MICE and sports isencouraging though adventure, culture and nature are the majorattractions of Nepal to international visitors. It is required to giveattention to promote and develop these areas. Experts viewed thatNepal has been overexposed as a country of mountains, but,according to them time has come to reposition on a new products.So, appropriate positioning as per the strength and demand of ourproduct and the competitive situation of the industry should bemade.ii. Both, the government and the local people should give dueemphasis to conserve our cultural and natural assets. The tourismproducts we have are not properly conserved, so their condition isdegrading. These products should be maintained and preservedproperly for the sustainable growth of industry.iii. Nepal needs to offer multiple package programs to attract moretourists in the country. While designing package, differentcombination can be included to suit different purpose visitors aswell as different age and sex group of visitors. Alternation inpackages may be made on the basis of products or by includingproducts and services.iv. Uncertainty of air seat capacity, especially of Nepal Airlines, is themajor constraint for tourism development in Nepal which hasjeopardized schedules and affected visitors. Response of tourismorganizations and experts showed that primary attention should begiven to improve air seat capacity. The most noted problem for thiswas NAC. Nepal Airlines should increase its air seat capacity andsolve its problems on a long term basis otherwise private airlinesshould be allowed to operate immediately even in those routeswhere NA operates. So far, private airlines are not allowed tooperate in such routes. Secondly the government should givesignificant emphasis to approach more international airlines tocome to Nepal or fly via Nepal. Moreover, emphasis should be givento increase air seat capacity by ensuring more international flightsconnecting with major tourist originating cities of the world.
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v. At present Tribhuvan International Airport (TIA) is the onlyinternational airport of Nepal. Big aircrafts cannot come here so itdoes not seem to have made it financially attractive to internationalcarriers to come to Nepal. There also seemed to be limitedfeasibility for expansion of TIA. Likewise, present service andfacilities also are limited at TIA. Therefore, an alternativeinternational airport should be developed in the Terai region at alocation which will be technically and economically should andviable from market perspectives. This should help to enhanceinternational connection and make Nepal a hub for internationalflights making it a noted tourist destination.vi. For easy accessibility of tourists to various places of touristinterests in the country, the government should give due attentionto developing and improving road transportation. In Nepal there islimited access and the available roads are also not maintainedproperly. For access to new areas, roads should be constructed instrategic ways which would improve access as well as not alter thetrekking routes. Similarly, regular maintenance or roads is alsonecessary at least in the tourist frequented areas. A proportion oftourism revenue may be allocated for this purpose.vii. One of the main problems faced by Nepalese tourism is thedeteriorating conditions of the environment. We need to focus onenvironment issues especially pollution in Kathmandu Valley,major trekking routes and tourist places. In Kathmandu solid wastelying scattered and rubbish are not collected on time and cleansed.These have provided to be eye sores to everybody including thevisitors. Besides, they pose serious health hazards. Tourists haveexpressed serious concern about it and other respondents alsohave given great emphasis to this aspect. For this, solid wastesituation in Kathmandu must be improved or Nepal may well forgetabout the tourism industry. Pollution should be controlled byenforcing standards to vehicles, industries and other sources ofpollution at the valley level in Kathmandu and not on a pocket orcompartment basis. Attention should also be given to decongestespecially tourist areas.viii. The analysis clearly showed that Nepal has not given due attentiontowards the promotion of tourism. It does not seem to have beenable to market tourism properly. Despite proving to be a marketleader in many areas in the South Asia, its market share is limited.Professional approach should be incorporated in marketing Nepaland its products.
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ix. Tourism marketing should be done jointly by the government andthe private sector to promote destination, promote products and tocounter poor or bad publicity abroad whenever such cases happen.Such publicity has occurred on number of occasion. One sectorshould not wait or look at other sector to do the job. Both theseshould join hands and promote Nepal on a continuous manner.x. Nepalese Embassies and consulate offices abroad can be the bestmedia to provide information about Nepal. By mobilizing theseagencies through qualified staff oriented towards marketing andpromotion of tourism, Nepal can be promoted effectively. Thus,Nepalese Embassies and consulate offices abroad must bemobilized effectively as a market outlet of Nepal.xi. Most tourists come to Nepal through the suggestion offriends/relatives and personal contacts. We must continue topromote such visitors. However, Nepal also should target thevisitors who are motivated by promotion and publicity. It may notbe necessary to reiterate that promotion is the most powerful toolof marketing. To attract more visitors, continuous and sustainedpromotion through appropriate media at existing market andpotential markets is needed it will help to attract those visitors whoare motivated by promotion. Thus, Nepal will be able to get bothtypes of visitors those who visit by good word of mouth well asthose who select tour by promotions.xii. Nepal must target its markets according to strengths and prospects.The leading market segments for Nepal may be India, WesternEurope, Japan, USA and Australia. The SAARC, ASEAN and East Asiaalso may be promising segments for future. So, all marketing andpromotional efforts must be done on the basis of these identifiedtarget markets. All marketing efforts must be done by prioritizingon the basis of the existing and potential market strengths.xiii. In Nepal, the government has been giving attention to develop thetourism sector. But, in view of the importance of the sector, theallocation of development and promotional budget is very low. Dueto the lack of budget, tourism promotion is not being doneProperly. Greater allocation of development as well as promotionalbudget is needed in this sector. In order to gear up promotion oftourism, the private sector also should spend more allocatingseparate budget for its marketing.xiv. Nepal must make an annual tourism promotion and marketingplan. Target markets and segments should be identified on thebasis of continuous market analysis and analysis of the competitivesituation. Prioritization should be made on the basis of our product
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strength, market trend and need and strategies of othercompetitors. Suitable strategies and promotional program shouldbe developed on such basis. Proper budgeting and resourceallocation and continuous monitoring and feedback are alsonecessary to realize defined targets. In this way, professionalpromotion and marketing can be institutionalized.xv. Services provided by the government like immigration, custom etc.,are very important to promote the tourism industry and theseservices affect the visitors. These services were not ratedsatisfactory by the tourists. All three groups (tourists, organizationsand experts) also identified the lacunae in the area. It reveals thatthere is a significant need to improve the process and service ofimmigration and customs in Nepal and the government mustextend immediate attention to improve the situation.xvi. To broaden the market in Asian countries NTB should hireprofessional PR agencies in major market like Bangkok,Kualalampur. So that PR can be utilized to build develop thenetworks of travel trade who sell Nepal. Through professional PR,marketing and promotional programs can be organized time andagain. There should be special provision in immigration rules sothat foreign older people could stay longer in Nepal. Special visaprovision should be there for such person. Large group of olderpeople especially from East Asia want to travel Nepal who want tostay for longer period.xvii. Special campaign should be organized in main university andcolleges of Asian countries in order to promote Nepal as adestination for study. Different aspects of Nepal like eco tourism,protected area management, mountain region and naturalrecourses should be focused among the foreign students, so thatthey choose Nepal for their research and study program.xviii. NTB government and private sector jointly should start apromotion campaign of ‘send home a friend’ concept.. Lots ofNepalese are going in other Asian countries for work, so if those alldeparting Nepali nationals could be taught about this concept, theycan send lots of foreign friends to Nepal.xix. Political parties should think very sensitively towards creatingpeaceful and strike free Nepal in order to improve Nepal's imageabroad. All types of political demonstrations, strikes, bandhs, andvandalism should not exist. Political demands should be raised andaddressed peacefully without creating any question mark on safetyand security situation of Nepal.
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APPENDICES:

Appendix-1

Status of air connectivity between Kathmandu and other major Asian
cities in 2006/07Airlines SectorNepal Airlines Kathmandu-Delhi-KathmanduKathmandu-Kuala Lumpur-KathmanduKathmandu-Osaka-KathmanduKathmandu=Dubai-KathmanduKathamndu-Bangkok-KathmanduIndian Airlines Delhi-Kathmandu-DelhiKolkatta-Kathmandu-KolkataVaranasi-Kathmandu-KathmanduJet Airways Delhi-Kathmandu-DelhiAir sahara Delhi-Kathmandu-DelhiAir China Lhasa-Kathmandu-LhasaChina Southern Airlines Gwangzhau-Kathmandu-GwangzhauBiman Bangladesh Dhaka-Kathmandu-DhakaGMG Airlines Dhaka-Kathmandu-DhakaThai Airways Bangkok-Kathmandu-BangkokAir Arabia Abu Dhabi-Kathmandu-Abu DhabiKorean Air Seoul-Kathmandu-SeoulPakistan Int'l Airlines Karachi-Kathmandu-KarachiQatar Air Doha-Kathmandu-DohaGulf Air Baharain-Kathmandu-BaharainDruk Air Delhi-Kathmandu-Delhi
Source: Tribhuvan International airport (TIA)



Appendix -2

QuestionnairesQuestionnaire for Tourism Professional:1. How do you assess the present situation of Nepalese Tourism?2. What sort of change have you noticed in Nepalese tourism since 90's?3. What are the main important factors that influence tourismdevelopment of the country?4. How can we receive higher benefits from tourism in the day's ahead?5. How do you evaluate the marketing efforts being done bygovernment/NTB/concerned sector to promote Nepalese tourism?6. What is your view about the policies, plans, strategies designed bygovernment to develop tourism sector?7. How have been we marketing tourism? What weakness and threat doyou feel & how can we make it more effective and result-oriented?8. What type of market segmentation is required to match the developing?



Questionnaire for Tourists:1. Where did you come from? (Nationality)2. Your Sex: Male_______ Female______3. What's your age: 20 – 30i) 30 – 55 ii) 55 and above4. Have you visited Nepal alone or with group?5. Mention your frequency of visit in Nepal.i) 1st ii) 2nd iii) 3rd6. What's your occupation?i) Student ii) Service-holder iii) Businessman7. What was your mode of transport while coming to Nepal?8. How long you stay in Nepal?__________ Days/Months9. Did/Do you visit other countries on this journey? (Exclude country intransit).Yes______ No_____If Yes which country…………...10.What was your purpose of visit to Nepal?a) Pleasure & Sightseeing b)Businessc) Mountaineering d) Officiale) Trekking f) If other Specify ……………11.Which place did you visited during your stay in Nepal?12.How much money you spent during your visit?13.How did you find the services & facilities provided during your visit inNepal?14.In which sector you felt need improvement immediately?15.What were the main sources of information that influenced yourdecision to come to Nepal?i) Friends/Relatives ii) Tourist officeiii)Travel agents Prior visit iv) Magazine Trade fairsiv) Website Guide Book v) Television/Radio16. Did you go through any publicity materials relating Nepalese tourismpublished by Nepal Tourism Board, Nepal Airlines, Travel & TrekkingAgencies?
If Yes Where?



i) In Nepal ii) In own Country iii) Any other country18. How do you rate these publicity materials?i) Very good ii) Satisfactoryiii) Very poor v) Good Needs Improvement19. Which of the following features were the most important to you?a) Climate b) Friendly people c) Mountainsd) Culture & Architecture e) Value for money20.How do you evaluate safety & security situation in Nepal?a) Good b) Satisfactory c) Unsatisfactory d) Very Poor21. What type of environmental effects did you find due to tourism in Nepal?Please Specify:-______________________________________________22. How do you rate your visit to Nepal on the following aspects?A. Sightseeing Tours:-a) Good b) Satisfactory c) UnsatisfactoryB. Accommodation:-a) Good b) Satisfactory c) UnsatisfactoryC. Shopping Facilities:-a) Good b) Satisfactory c) UnsatisfactoryD. Food & Drinks:-a) Good b) Satisfactory c) UnsatisfactoryE. Entertainment Activities:-a) Good b) Satisfactory c) UnsatisfactoryF. Transportation:-a) Good b) Satisfactory c) UnsatisfactoryG. Tourist Info Offices:-a) Good b) Satisfactory c) UnsatisfactoryH. Immigration Formalities:-a) Good b) Satisfactory c) Unsatisfactory



I. Airlines:-a) Good b) Satisfactory c) UnsatisfactoryJ. Agency Service:-a) Good b) Satisfactory c) Unsatisfactory23. What are your suggestions to improve tourism in Nepal?



Questionnaire for Tourism Organization:

A) How do you take ' Naturally Nepal, once is not enough ' brand in terms ofdeveloping perfect destination brand image in the global tourism market?What should be done to promote it further?1. Name of Organization :2. Year of establishment :3. Address :4. Type of Business :a. Travel b. Trekking c. Mountaineeringd. Rafting e. Hotel f. Airlineg. Guest House h. Other (please specify)5. What should we do to develop Nepal as an international destination?a. _______________________ b. _______________________6. In which area or areas we should give more attention for the promotionof tourism?a. Accommodation b. Transportation c. Immigration d. Airlinese. Agency Services (Travel, Trekking) f. Customs g. Government7. Who is responsible for tourism marketing & promotion?a. Government b. NTB c. Private tourism sectord. All8. Where Nepal's marketing efforts should be concentrated at?a. National Level b. Int'l level c. Specific target market leveld. Potential new market e. Any other (Please Specify)9. What types of marketing efforts is needed?a. Destination promotion b. Media promotionc. Personalized promotion d. Any other (Please Specify)10. What kind of product development should Nepal do?a. Preserve and present our product as it isb. Modify product to suit target marketc. Combine product featuresd. Develop new productse. Any other
11. In which market segment do you concentrate?



a) Specific country or regioni. Germany ii. Spain iii. Italy iv. Japanv. India vi. Netherlands vii. France viii. UKix. Switzerland x. Australia xi. USA xii. Otherb) Purpose-wise targeti. Holiday/pleasure ii. Adventure iii. Pilgrimage iv. Businessv. Official vi. Conference vii. Othersc) Age wise :i. Old ii. Matured iii. Youngd) Income group wise :i. High income ii. Moderate income iii. Low income12. What are the competitors' strength and weaknesses in tourismmarketing?Strengtha. Large Access b. Timely Access c. Capability to reach new accessd. Broad coverage e. Any others (specify)Weaknessa. Poor Access b. Inability to reach marketc. Reliance on others d. Limited or no coveragee. Any others (specify)13. How do you compare Nepal's marketing efforts with other competingcountries?a. Highly satisfactory b. Competitive c. Satisfactoryd. Poor e. Extremely poorf. Give reason for your assessment14. Where should Nepal position in the international market?(Please tick as many as relevant)i) a. Pleasure tourismb. Adventure tourismc. Low spending touristsd. Nature tourisme. Mix of abovef. Any other (Please verify)



ii) a. High spending touristsb. Medium spending touristsc. Culture tourismd. Mix of abovee. Any other (Please verify)15. What are the strengths of our present product?(Please tick as many as relevant)a. Uniqueness b. Mass appeal c. Repeat value d. Emotional valuee. Sense of Achievement f. Competitiveg. Price h. Access i. Locationj. Other (Please verify)16. What are the weaknesses of our present product?(Please tick as many as relevant)a. Poor preservation b. Congestion c. No mass appeald. No repeat value e. Lack of competitivenessf. Limited products g. Poor presentation h. Any others (Please verify)17. How do you rate the pricing strategy of tourism service in Nepal?a. Highly satisfactory b. Satisfactory c. So sod. Less satisfactory e. Unsatisfactory18. How do you rate the level of competition in tourism business in Nepal?a. Highly satisfactory b. Satisfactory c. So sod. Less satisfactory e. Unsatisfactory19. What efforts are being initiated by the government to promote Nepalas a tourist destination? (Please tick as many as relevant)a. Destination promotion b. Creation of infrastructurec. Development product d. Publicitye. Special events f. Facilitating tourism industryg. Participation in fairs/exhibition h. Any other20. What do you think about the marketing effort being done at present by thegovernment?a. Highly satisfactory b. Satisfactory c. So sod. Less satisfactory e. Unsatisfactory21. Please mention their shortcoming and strengths?22. What new efforts should be initiated by the government?



23. In which area of marketing government should concentrate and in whicharea should the private sector concentrate?Private Public Botha. Product or service promotion b. Destination promotionc. Tackle competition (international)d. Correcting damaging reports/publicity24. How often do you promote your service? (in one year)Advertisement Campaigns OthersIn the country:Outside the country:25. What factors determine your marketing efforts?a. capacity utilization b. budget c. tourist arrival trendd. any other (please verify) e. competitions performance26. Do you allocate promotion budget?27. Which marketing or advertising agencies you rely upon?a. National b. International c. Bothd. None28. Are you satisfied with marketing organizations/advertising agencies?a. Highly satisfactory b. Satisfactory c. So sod. Less satisfactory e. Unsatisfactory29. How do you evaluate your marketing effortsa. Highly satisfactory b. Satisfactory c. So so d. Less satisfactorye. Unsatisfactory30. How do you develop your promotional packages/strategies?(Please tick as many as relevant)a. Assessing the marketb. Assessing the views reactions of consumersc. Assessing competitor's strategiesd. Assessing international market trende. In consultation with link agenciesf. In consultation with expertsg. Any other (please specify)31. What results have you attained from these efforts :a. Increased sale b. Performance improvementc. Improved image d. No change in Businesse. Better market accessf. Any other (Please specify)


